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§ 3. The characteristic equation is irreducible and Abelian

90. The first problem which presents itself is that of the determination of

the indices.   This determination will result from the following theorem:

In order that the matrix

ß=. ||l,ay,aj, •■•,af-1|| (¿-1,2,--..p),

where the (a)'« are roots of an irreducible Abelian equation Fia) = 0 with

aj = ap+y, be impure, it is necessary and sufficient that the group G of the equa-

tion contain a subgroup G' maintaining the set ai, at, • • • , ap invariant.

In order that ß be impure it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a

pair of non-conjugate roots iom, an) which cannot be deduced from a pair

of roots with indices Si p by any substitution of G. We shall have a„ = 77am,

where U is a well-defined substitution of G. If ay is a root of index < p,

there will exist a substitution T such that am = Taj. The root T~l an must

not be one of the roots ai, a2, • • •, ap, hence it is the conjugate Sa* of a

root a* of itidex k < p, that is

Sak = T~l an = T-1 Ucu = T~l UTaj = Ua¡,

and hence a* = S~l Uaj = St/ay. This shows that the set ai, a¡, ■ • •, ap

is transformed into itself by SU which is not the substitution unity, if U ^ S,

as is actually the case since a™ ̂  a„. The condition is therefore necessary.

On the other hand, if a substitution T (which cannot be S) maintains

invariant the set ai, a2, •••, ap, I say that the pair of roots (ay, a*)

(j, k Sip) cannot be permuted with a pair (a*, STah). To begin with,

this is equivalent to affirming that it cannot be permuted with ( ay, S Taj ).

For if ay = T' ah, the pair iah, STah) can be permuted with (ay, T'STah)

or ( ay, S fay ). Assume then that there exists a substitution U of G permut-

ing (ay, a*) with this last pair. Since G is Abelian it possesses no other

substitution than the identity maintaining a root invariant. Now U is

certainly not the identity for then we would have a* = S Taj, which is im-
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possible for ST permutes the set ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap with ap+i, ap+2, •••, a2P,

and hence k > p contrary to our assumptions. We must therefore have

STaj = Uay, ay = Uak, and consequently U = ST, a¡ = STak, which leads

to a similar contradiction : j > p. It follows that G may not contain any

substitution such as ¡7. There is then a pair of conjugate roots which may

not be derived from those of indices ^ p by substitutions of G, and fl is

impure, as was to be proved.

91. Let re be the order of G', assumed now to be the maximum subgroup

maintaining invariant the set of multipliers ai, a2, • • •, a„. G' does not

contain S, hence the product of G' by S is a subgroup of order 2re of G. It

follows that 2re,divides the order 2p of G, and therefore re divides p. The

roots ai, a2, • • •, a2p can be subdivided into 2p' sets of re roots, each set

being composed of the roots derived from one of them by the substitutions of

G'. Of these sets, p', say ( ai, a2, • • •, an ), ( an+i, • • • , a2„ ), • • •,

(a(P'_i)n+i, • • •, ap'n), form the set of p multipliers.

Let us designate by Ax, A2, • • • , Ap' these sets of roots, and by Ap'+j the

set formed by the conjugate roots of those which compose Aj. Any substitu-

tion of G which does not belong to G' merely permutes the (A)'s among

themselves. Moreover there exists none maintaining invariant the set (Ax,

A2, ■ ■ ■, Ap') for otherwise G' would not be the maximum subgroup main-

taining invariant the set of multipliers ( ai, a2, • ■ •, ap ). The group

G" = G/G' of permutations of the ( A )'s is also Abelian and we can apply to

G" and the (^4)'s the same reasoning as before to G and the (a)'s. In

particular the pai s (Aj, Ap'+j) are the only pairs which may not be derived

from the pairs ( ̂ 4 y, A k ) of indices j, k ^ p', by the substitutions of ' G".

Let then ay, ak be a pair of roots and Aj', Ak' the (^4)'s to which they

belong. If the difference / — k' 9* ± p', there exists a substitution of G"

permuting the pair (Aj', Ak') with a pair (Aj", Ak") of indices/', k" Si p'.

This substitution permutes (ay, ak) with a pair of roots of indices ^ p and

(ay, ak) is not an excluded pair. Moreover, in order that (ay, ak) be not

excluded, it is necessary that (Aj', Ak') be permutable with a pair (Aj",

Ak"), (j", k" ^ p'), which requires that j' — k' j± ± p'. Hence, the only

pairs excluded are those for which j' — k' = ± p' and these pairs are all

effectively excluded. Their number is p + t = re2 p' = np, and therefore

finally
1 + h = 2(1 + k) = 2np.

Remark: Let there be a set of roots ai, a2, • • •, ap+qn, composed of p' + q

groups Ai, say Ax, A2, • • •, Ap'+q. Then from the pairs of roots (ay, ak)

of indices j, k =i p + qn, we may certainly derive all pairs of roots without

exception. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that among the

(A )'s of the above set there are at least two whose indices differ by p'.
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92. We shall now endeavor to obtain the structure of ß when it is impure.

For this purpose let

ft. ' — a'(t~i)n+i + a(i_i)n+2 + • ;■ + a'p,

and observe that ß is isomorphic to a matrix ß' whose p' first rows are

ft, 1»        ßl, 2,       " • • ,      ßl. 2p

ft, 1,        ßi, 2,       • • • ,

ßv'. 1,        ' • * J       ' ■ ■ >      ft', 2P.

The (ftVs are invariant under the substitutions of G' and those belonging to

the same index « are permuted among themselves by the substitutions of G"

Consider, then, the equations in the unknowns re,-

rei ß,, i + re2 ft, i + ••• +n2pß,, 2p = 0       (s = 1, 2, •• •, 2p').

The array of the coefficients is composed of 2p' rows derived from the deter-

minant which may be formed with the periods of ß' and their conjugates,

hence the array is of rank 2p' and these equations are independent. Since

G merely permutes them among themselves, they possess 2 ( p — p' ) inde-

pendent rational solutions, and ß' and hence ß is isomorphic to a matrix

I «,   0  1.
I  0,   ßi| '

« - II ß>. »„ ft, *,>•••. ßi. v II      o -l-2> •••*'>>

the indices hi, ht, • • ■, A2p' being chosen so that there exists no relation

di ßj, h, + dt ßj, h, + • ■ • + dtp' ßj, h,p' = 0

with integer coefficients d,.    For every other /8y, , there will exist a relation

ßi. • = ei ßj, hl + et ßj, h,+ ■•■ + e2p' ßj, v       (j = 1,2, ■ ■■ ,2P'),

where the (e)'s are rational. Hence an arbitrary rational function of the

(a)'s belonging to the group G" is of the form

ßi = Ci ßi, hi + c2 ß2, h¡ + • • • -r c2p' ßiP', hi,

where the (c)'s are rational numbers and the 2p' — 1 conjugate values

ft, ft, • • •, ftp' of the algebraic domain determined by the multipliers are

given by

ßj  = Ci ßj, kl + C2 ßj, *,+   •••+ Ctp' ßj, h,p>.

We then have ft, *, = g,ißj), where the ig)'s are polynomials of degree

2p' — "1 at most with rational coefficients and u is therefore isomorphic to

\\9iißi),92ißi), •",*,'(ft) Il        (¿-1.2, —.*'>,
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and finally to

(j = 1,2, ••-,?').II l,ft, ft2, •••,/3f'-1|l

Now ßi, ß2, • • •, ß2p' are roots of an irreducible Abelian equation of order

2p' whose group is G" and no subgroup of G" maintains the set (ßx, ß2,

• ■ ■ , ßv') invariant, this always because G' is the maximum subgroup of G

maintaining invariant the set ( ai, a2, • • • , ap ). Hence to is pure and its

indices h', k' are given byl + A' = 2(l + £') = 2p'. As to fl, it is iso-

morphic to a matrix

0,
o,
to,

0

CO

with n terms in the principal diagonal, as results from the fact that the reduc-

tion to the type (II) is unique.    For its invariants we have then

hence

1 + h = re2(l + h') = 2re2p';

1 + h = 2(1 + k) = 2re2p' = 2np,

as we have already shown in a different manner in No. 91.

93. The multiplications of fl can be found without difficulty and in fact in

two different ways. For let alJl+i, a,„+2, • • • , a(,+u„ be again a set of multi-

pliers permuted by the subgroup G' of order re. The system of numbers Xy*

given by the array

\EX,   0,
0,      E2,

0
0

Er,

Ei+i =

gi(ain+x),

gn ( a,„+2 ),

^(a.n+i),

gx(ain+2),

gn ( OCin+x )

¡7n-l (a,n+2)

02(a(i+l)n)l      </3(a(i+i)„), 01 (a< i+l)n)

where the (g)'s are arbitrary polynomials of degree 2p — 1 with rational

coefficients, defines a complex multiplication, and as we have here a linear

system with 2np = 1 + h parameters, every multiplication is of this type.

We may also obtain the multiplications in a different manner. The multi-

plications of the matrix fl' to which ß was reduced in No. 92, which depends

upon those obtained by transforming the submatrix « into itself or into another

like it, are of the general type || Eliy \\(n, v = 1,2, ■ ■■ ,n), where the (E)'s are
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matrices representing multiplications of «, that is of the type

<7^(ft), 0, ••-, 0
E     _ 0, jrM,(ft),     •••, 0

•••i    9p.v(ßP')

where the (gO's are arbitrary polynomials of degree 2p' — 1 with rational

coefficients. As we have here again 2n2 p' = 1 + A distinct multiplications

of ß', all its multiplications are of this type.—On the other hand if A, A'

are corresponding multiplications of ß, ß', we have A' = MAM-1, where M

is a definite square matrix of order p. Hence having obtained all the multi-

plications of one of them, we may say that we also possess all those of the other.

It is of interest to consider the multipliers Vi of A, which are the same as

those of A'. The latter being assumed as the multiplication written above,

on forming the equation in the (fl)'s, we see at once that it is obtained by

multiplying the left-hand sides of the p' equations of degree re

<?(n; ßi) = |tfMr(ft) -e^n\ =0

(i = 1, 2, ••-, p';       n, v =f 1, 2, ■••, n; eM»«l;       «„., - 0, p »* r),

where 0 is a polynomial in r\ and ft with rational coefficients, and moreover

the conjugates »jp+i, Vp+t, ■••, 172p of the (17)'s satisfy the equations

<t>(n; ßp'+i) = 0. Two cases may now present themselves: (a) These 2p'

equations have all the same roots. Then <p(rç; ßi) =0 reduces to an equa-

tion <p(v) =0 in n alone, of degree at most re. We can take for <p an

arbitrary polynomial with rational coefficients since ß' is equivalent to a

matrix composed with arrays

r = \\rji,Tj2, ■ ■■ , Tj,tp' ||,    \\l,Vi,Vj, ■■■ , l"-1 II O'- 1.2, ••-,?),

where r\j is an arbitrary root of <p ( 77 ) = 0, and the array r is composed of

the matrix w superposed re times. Generally speaking we shall obtain all the

multiplications of the nature here considered if we succeed in forming all the

polynomials with rational coefficients </„„ (ft-) such that the coefficients of the

polynomial <j> in; ft) in 77 are independent of ft, that is, are rational numbers.

(6) Among the 2p' equations in the multipliers 77, there are at least two whose

roots are not the same. In this case the adjunction of one of the (ftVs to the

domain of rationality brings about the reduction of the equation in the multi-

pliers if that equation is not reducible already. In particular, if the new

multiplication does not transform into themselves certain submatrices and

if it is of degree > re, the equation in the multipliers is necessarily reducible

in the domain of rationality K (ft), hence in the domain K (a¿).

94. To complete this investigation it is necessary t*> compare from the point
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of view of isomorphism two matrices

fl . || 1, ay., a),, • •., a2« II ;    ß' = || 1, a,„, a2„, • • • , a^1 II

( n = 1,2, ■■■ ,p), corresponding to the same equation F (a) = 0.

In order that fl, fl' be isomorphic there must exist a simultaneous bilinear

form

¿_! c^v Xp y y .

By reasoning as at the beginning of § 2, we see that we must have

£ cliV(arl «r1 - a}"1 aiT1) = 0

whenever (ay, ah) is a pair of roots derived from the pairs (a,m, akn)

( m, n — 1, 2, • • • , p ), by the substitutions of the group G. If the pairs

thus derived include all pairs of roots, the system of equations will have as

many independent equations as there are unknowns cM„, and these unknowns

will all be zero so that fl, fl' will not be isomorphic.

Thus as a condition for isomorphism, we find that it must not be possible

to derive from the pairs (aym, ah„) all the possible pairs of roots. Let

( aq, aT ) be an excluded pair and U, T substitutions of G such that ar = Uaq,

ajm — Taq. It must not be possible for T to permute ar with an akn, hence

T must permute it with an a*n, and therefore Tar = Sakn. It follows that

TUaq = Sah,, = Uctj„, which shows that SU permutes the set (ay,, a¡t,

■ ■ ■ , ajp) with the set (a*,, ah¡, • • • , akp). Thus in order that fl and fl'

be isomorphic, it is necessary that there exist a subgroup of G permuting

these two sets.

Conversely, let T be a substitution permuting these two sets. No pair

(ay,, a/t,) may be permuted with (am,STom). For let U be the substitution

of G such that Cay, = am. We must have Uahl = STam, hence a*, = STa,l,

from which would follow that a^, belongs to both sets (ah,, ahi, •••, a^),

(ah,, ahl, • • •,' ahp)—an impossibility. Hence fl, fl' certainly possess a

simultaneous form. If they are pure this is sufficient to insure their iso-

morphism. Assume that they are impure, and let to, to' be the corresponding

pure matrices after the manner of No. 92, 0y, ß'} the quantities analogous to

those already designated by similar letters corresponding to these two matrices.

It is seen at once that since the sets ( ay,, ay2, • • •, ay,), ( a^,, aAj, • • •, a^ )

are permuted by some substitution of G, the subgroups which maintain them

invariant coincide. Hence to, to' are of the same genus p', and the (ß)'s

and (ß')'s can be taken as roots of one and the same irreducible equation of

degree 2p'.    Moreover to

ßj = a„cy-i) + a„o_i)+i + • • • + a„y
corresponds

ßj = 7a„(y_i) + 2a„(y_i)+i + • • • + Tanj.
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Hence the sets (ft, ft, • • •, ft.'), (ßi, ß't, • • •, ß'p') are permuted by a

substitution of the group of the equation in the (ftVs and therefore w, «' are

isomorphic, from which follows that this is also the case for ß, ß'. Thus

¿re order that ß, ß' be isomorphic, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist

a substitution of the group G permuting their sets of multipliers.

Corollary. The number of essentially distinct matrices belonging to F (a) is

equal to its number of classes of transitively permutable sets of p roots.

This ends the discussion of the case where F (a) is irreducible, Abelian.

§ 4. Characteristic equation of type [f(a) Y = 0, r > 1.    (a) Generalities

95. We assume of course f(a) irreducible and shall denote its degree as

previously by q.   The matrix ß is composed with two arrays

T - II Tjl, Tjt, ■ ■ ■ , Tjr ||,     || 1, ay, a2, • • •, a]-11|
0 = 1,2, ••-,?; qr = 2p),

where the ( a )'s are roots of / ( a ) = 0. We recall that if ay is real it must

be double root of / = 0, hence r must be even.

In order that ß be a Riemann matrix it is necessary that there exist rational

numbers c™, such that

n n î! É C ( «r1 «r1 r/ß n, - a^1 «ÎT1 rh tv ) = 0
\Aiy m,n f., v

(j,h = 1,2, ••-,?)..

Let us set

7»k(«,-, ah) = 22C«y1_1°:r1       (tv„(z,0) = -yVr,(v,x)).

We may say that the array t will possess the bilinear forms

(12) ¿L,y»Aai, ah)x^ yr (¿,A -1,2, •••, p),
p-,y

in the sense that the particular form corresponding to (ay, a&) must vanish

when we replace in it the (x)'s by the elements of the j-th row and the iy)'a

by those of the A-th column.    We shall say for the sake of simplicity that

this form (12) is a bilinear form of ß.

In order that ß be a Riemann matrix, it is necessary besides that

'^? — 1 _ _
(13) 22 Ajh xy xh ;   Ajh = -ry- 22" 1p.y i «y » <*k ) r,y rhv

be a positive definite Hermitian form. We shall assume this condition ful-

filled for the present and will return to it later. The relations thus imposed

upon the elements of t do not determine them completely and they will

depend in general upon a certain number of essential parameters.    We have
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thus classes of Riemann matrices and our object will be to determine the

invariants of the most general matrix of a given class.

96. Assume then that there exists a single form (12). What are the in-

variants of fl? The numbers c™" corresponding to a given Riemann form

must always satisfy the relations (11) and as the 7M„(ay, a*) are uniquely

determined up to a factor of proportionality necessarily rational in ay, a*,

we have

i™.
23C«r"1aT1 = <Pjh(aj,ah)y^(aj,ah)        U * h; j, h = 1, 2, •• •, p),
m,n

where <pjh is a polynomial with rational coefficients. The left-hand side must

be changed in sign when we interchange at the same time j, A and p, v.    Hence

<bjh (aj, ah) = <pjh (OLh, aj)■ = d>hj (ah, aj) ,

that is, <pjh must be symmetrical in a, and a*. Moreover if the group G of

f(a) = 0 permutes the pairs (ay, a*) and (ay', ah'), then it is necessary

that <pjh(x, y) = <pj'h'(x, y). Finally if there are equal roots among the

multipliers ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap, say ay = ay'—which is certainly the case if r > 2

—and if moreover the quantities y„y ( aj, aj ) are not all zero, we will have to

consider a unique function <p; (aj) = <pyy' (ay, ay'). This will certainly occur

when the (a)'s are all real, for then in order that (13) be definite none of the

quantities Aj¡ must be zero, hence the expressions y^y (a¡, a¡) = y^y(aj, aj)

must not all be zero either.

Given the (t)'s and the (<p)'s, the numbers c™", when p, v are assigned,

satisfy a system of non-homogeneous linear equations whose number is deter-

mined thus:

(a) Among the multipliers ai, a2, • • • , a„ two at least are equal. Let then

s be the number of pairs of distinct roots derived from the pairs ay, ah; j,

A < p, by the substitutions of G. When p 9e v there are 2« + q equations

and when u = v there are s of them.

(b) The multipliers a\, a2, • • • , ap form without repetition the totality of

the roots of / ( a ) = 0. This occurs only when p = q, r = 2. The number

of equations is then q(q — 1) or %q(q — 1) according as p 9e v or u = v.

But as we have seen in § 2, the left-hand sides of the equations in the

(<V»)'s, when these unknowns are considered as variables, are linearly inde-

pendent. Hence when the (t)'s and the (<b)'s are given we have a solution

with

'[(iH+*(i)[GH-[UH
arbitrary parameters in the first case and with q = p of them in the second.
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It remains to determine the number of systems

<t>)h, <t>%, ■■•, <?%; ^ (ay), <P2 (ay), • • • , <p" (ay)

such that there exist no relations

¿X40î*(ay,a*) = 0,    T,\t <p* (a¡) = 0,
i=i t=i

where the (X)'s are rational numbers and where we must replace in the second

relation ay successively by all the roots of / ( a ) = 0, and in the first ( ay, ah )

by all the pairs of distinct roots, derived from those for which j, h Si p, by

the substitutions of G. Moreover, in case (6) or in case (a) when the

"iy.v (aj, aj) are all zero we must make <p (a}■) = 0. Between the symmetrical

functions aj a" + a" a™ of two assigned roots there must exist a certain

number i, of linear homogeneous relations with integral coefficients, and

these relations will still be satisfied by the symmetrical functions of two roots

Taj, Tah, where T is an arbitrary substitution of G. The number 7¿ of

linearly independent symmetrical functions characterizes therefore not so

much the pair (ay, ah) as the set of pairs of roots which are transitively

permutable with it by the substitutions of G,—and to each set of transitively

permutable pairs of roots corresponds such an integer. Let finally e be a

number = 0 if <p (ay) =0 ana = + 1 if <p (a,■) ¿¿ 0. A very simple dis-

cussion shows then that in case (a)

l+k = eq+ 2: <,■ + ** [(!)-*],

while in case (6)

l + k=Y,ti + P-

The determination of A can be made in a similar Manner. If we assume the

array t as general as possible, there will be no other relations between its

elements than those which follow from the existence of (11). A non-alternate

bilinear form must then correspond to the relations

22° 22 C <*Tl ar1 ry„ rhy = 0        U,h = 1,2, ...,p),
tn,n  fj., v

whence we will derive as before

(14) 22 CT- °h~l «»_1 = &A (ai> «a ) y*y (ai' «*) '
m, II

where <pjh is no more constrained to be symmetrical. We shall now have to

consider as distinct the pairs of roots (ay, ah) and (ah, a¿), and in place of

ti we shall be led to introduce an integer t', to denote the number of products

a"! a'n between which there exists no linear relation with integral coefficients.
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Finally, we have

l + A«íg+Eí{ + 2f»[Q-«]

in case (a), « having the same meahing as previously, while in case (b)

l + h = Y,t'i+p.

If there exists a non-identically zero solution of the equations (11) and (14)

and the (y )'s are not all zero, it will be necessary to add to k and A respectively

the numbers

-[GH- 2"KH
in case (a), and the same number p in case (b).

Remark: It is not difficult to extend these formulas to the case where fl

possesses several bilinear forms of the type considered. However, the results

obtained are not simple and it is preferable to establish them directly in the

few cases where this extension will be needed.

97. As an application of the preceding considerations, consider the case

where / ( a ) = 0 is as general as possible and of degree q > 2. The group G

is then the symmetrical group, hence doubly transitive. There will then be

a single integer t, = t and a single integer t\ = t'. To find t' observe that the

equations in the unknowns dm„,

(15) 2   «U «P1 a»_1 = ° U,h = \,2,---,q;j*h),

possess q independent rational solutions.    Hence there are

q2-q = q(q-l) = t'

products aj a» between which there exist no linear relations with integral

coefficients, and therefore 1 + h = q(q —. 1) + eq The number of distinct

symmetrical functions formed with the products

afal        (m,n<q)       is equal to       \q(q — 1) + q = %q(q + 1 ).

But between them there are as many linear relations with integral coefficients

as there are independent solutions of the equations in the unknowns dm„,

2 <Ln (a?"1 af1 + a}"1 a?"1) = 0 U,h = 1,2, •■■ ,q; j * h).

But these equations are linear combinations of the equations (15), and

the manner in which they have been obtained shows that they are

independent like the equations  (15)  themselves.   They possess therefore
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hqiq + 1) — \q iq — 1) = q independent solutions and hence

1 + à.,_fii+iî_f.iii^.

98. We shall now examine more closely the conditions of existence of ß.

Let us return to the form (12). We may define two polynomials with integral

coefficients

y'pAx,y) = j:dZx^y--\
m,n

yl(x) = ¿C*"1-1

by the relations

7^» (ay, a*) = 7^,, (ay, a*) (ay, a* are any two different roots);

7¡.,(ay, ay) = 0;        7*, (ay) = 7** (ay, ay) (¿ = 1, 2, •••, 2p).

Consider the elements of a given row of r as homogeneous point coordinates

in an Sr_i—this is the generalization of Scorza's habitual point of view. To

the ry rows corresponding to ay (ry is the number of times that ay is found

among the multipliers), say

ii, i
Tu,       Tu,      ' ' - ,      T\r

I

Til, • * * - ,

; i
Tr¡i»       * ,    rr,,

will correspond an Sr~i.   The equations (11) can be interpreted as follows:

(a) ST-i and STt-i must be conjugate spaces relatively to the reciprocity

22 y'py i ay, a* ) xM yv = 0.
p,y

(6) Any two points of Sr—i are conjugate relatively to the linear complex

1"T

Hy"py(aj)x^yv = 0.
p,y

(c) In the Hermitian form (13) let us annul all variables corresponding to

roots other than aj. The remaining expression is, with a change in the indices

of the (x)'s,
j   l-r, l-r _

-0-=22   Hyp.A<Xj><X))Thp,Tk,XnXk-
¿1 h,k   p.,v

It must be positive for all non-zero values of the (x)'s.    Now it may be

written
j   l-r _        r, r,  _

-7pHyp-y(a)> ay)22T^a;''22T*-i*>
¿1 y.,v »=1 *=1
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which shows that this amounts to requiring that the Hermitian form

1 1""r _

- ^53'Vu»(ay, ay)xMxv
2îM.»

be positive for all points of Sr—X.

99. The condition (c) may be interpreted in two distinct ways according

as ay is real or complex:

(c') If ay is real it is equivalent to demanding that the real complex

53 TV» ( «y )x»yy = 0

contain no real straight line resting on Sr-x.

(c") If ay is complex the Hermitian form

-^52 TV (ay, äj)x^yy

must be positive at all points of STj-x •

The conditions (a), (b), (c1), (c") are necessary but may not be sufficient.

Hence if there exist Riemann matrices for which these conditions but no

others are fulfilled, these matrices will certainly be as general as possible of

their type, and their invariants will be as small as possible.

Returning to (c"), denote for the present by Sr'^i the space corresponding

to ay.   The Hermitian form above may also be written

ó¿537U(«y> ay)**«*» = -^53 7m» (ay, ä~j)x»xy.

This shows that it must be positive at all points of Sr_i and negative at all

those of Sr,'_i, conjugate space of S^-i.

Now it is known from classical theorems on Hermitian forms that by means

of a transformation
r T

X^  =   / . \pV Xy', X^  =   / , An? Xy \H = x,2,''',r)
»=1

our form may be reduced to the type

a„ xa Xu

where the (a)'s are real. If we consider the transformation on the (x)'s as

applied to the points of Sr/-i and of Sr;_i, and that on the (x)'s to the points

of Srj-i, we see that the mutual relations of the .hree spaces S, S', S', trans-

formed of the three preceding, are again the same as before in regard to the

new Hermitian form. Now however we have the advantage that the new form

takes the same sign at S' and S', so that we have this situation : The spacer

S and S' are conjugate with respect to the reciprocity obtained by making the
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Hermitian form vanish, and the form takes the sign + on the one and the

-sign — on the other. We shall see later that this requires that r = ry + r'j.

Hence the transformed form must not be degenerate and this holds also for

the original one.

100. Let us make a few remarks concerning the equation/(a) = 0 when it

has mixed real and complex roots. We may show that in this case the integers

ry cannot in general be taken arbitrarily. For assume that the group G of the

equation is doubly transitive, that is, permutes transitively all the pairs of

roots.    If one of the reciprocities

Hy'pAaj, ak)x^yv = 0

is degenerate so will all the others be, since when the determinant

|7^(ay, a*) | (n, p - 1, 2, •• •, r )

is zero for a pair of distinct roots, it will be zero for all of them. But as we

have just seen this reciprocity is certainly not degenerate for ay = ak, hence

it is never degenerate when ay j¿ a*.

Assume now ay real, ak still complex. Sr-i and Sr4_i are conjugate relatively

to the non-degenerate reciprocity

22 7m» (ay, ak)x^yv = 0,

hence ry — 1 + r* — 1 = r — 2.    But ry = \r, hence r* = \r also.   Thus

all the (r)'s must have the value \r, that is, among the multipliers must be

found every root of/(a) = 0 taken the same number of times.

Let us return to the Hermitian form

- ^22 7m» (ay, ay)x„ x„.

It will have one sign on Sr_i and another on <Srj_i. Hence, as we shall see

below, the equation of degree r in 5,

\ylAa,, aj) - eMV-5|  = 0        («MM = 1; iMr = 0, M ** »),

must have \r positive roots and |r negative roots There is here considerable

restriction imposed upon the form (12).

An interesting case of mixed equation has been investigated by Frobenius,

—the case of the characteristic equation of a principal transformation.

Frobenius does not give himself an arbitrary equation / ( a ) = 0 but assumes

a definite Riemann projectivity and starts from the equation

l&M» - <M»-a|  = 0,

showing that, given such an equation, there always corresponds to it a suitable

Riemann matrix.
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101. Before continuing, let us examine rapidly the lower limits which may

be assigned to A and k in some simple cases. First, if the multiplication has

real multipliers, we will have necessarily e = 1, on account of (b) and (c'),

hence l + Aiïg, 1 + A; ¡ï a. Assume the multipliers all imaginary, hence

q — 2q'. According to (a) and. (c") the expressions y^v ( ay, ay ) must not all

be zero. The group G off (a) = 0 may permute transitively a pair ( ay, ay )

with other pairs of roots.—Let (a[, a"), • • •, (a,", a"q") be one of the sets

thus transitively permuted and including a pair of conjugate roots. We have

23 q" = q' and the (q" )'s are all > 1, if q > 2, else/(a) would be reducible.

There can be no such relation as

l...a"

53 <W a'*"1 a'C'1 = 0 (j, h = 1, 2, ••-, g"),
m,n

since the Vandermonde determinants of the (a')'s and (a")'s are not zero.

Similarly there can be no such relations as

l...g" _

53 cm„(a'*   af + a'j"   a»"  )=0 (j, h = 1, 2, •••, g").
ro,n

Hence

and therefore if a > 2, 1 -\- k > \q. Moreover since there are obviously q

independent multiplications—namely q powers of the given one—we have

1 + A S q. These limits are obviously correct a fortiori if fl is impure with

submatrices invariant under the Riemann projectivity considered. In par-

ticular k = 0, A > 0 is possible only if/(a) = 0 is a quadratic equation with

imaginary roots.    We shall return to this later.

§ 5. The characteristic equation is of type [ / (a) ]r = 0.    (b) Two important

special cases

102. Real multipliers* (r = 2p' > 2). When the multipliers are real,

the integers ry are all equal to p' and the only conditions to be satisfied are

(b) and (c'). By a slight change in our notation we may say that it is first

necessary that the points of Sr_i be conjugated to each other with respect to

the linear complex

(16) 53 7,x»(ay)xtf y, = 0.
m,»

Next at all points of Sr¡-x we must have

-^Zv(ay)î^K > 0.

* (Added in 1922.)    See Comptes Rendus du Congrès de Strasbourg (1921).
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Consider the matrix

Tj m || tíi, lit, •■■, ri, tp' || (¿ = 1, 2, ••-,?'),

formed with the rows of t which correspond to ay. The last condition just

stated is equivalent to requiring that the Hermitian forms

l^f j  1^2p'

(17) 22 AikXhXk,       A{k = -^22 7M»(«i)T»Mr*»
It, k 2 ¿   m , »

be definite positive. Under these conditions I say that (16) defines a principal

Riemann form of ß.    For we may determine a Riemann form

22 8^ (ay, a*)x„ yv,

with coefficients 5M„ satisfying the relations

Ô^v (ay, a*)  = 0 (a/^at),

8m» (ay, ay) = 7MK(ay),

since the equations for the coefficients of the polynomials 5^,, always have

at least one rational solution. On the other hand the Hermitian form corre-

sponding to this Riemann form reduces to the sum of the forms (17),—it is

therefore definite positive.

We may remark that in all cases if (16) corresponds to a non-principal-

alternate form, the corresponding Hermitian form is the sum of the q forms

(17), hence its genus is the sum of their genera.

Let us return to ry. It is clear that the conditions imposed upon this

matrix are identical with the conditions imposed upon a Riemann matrix of

genus p', except that the coefficients of the principal alternate form which

occurs in the definition of these matrices are only subjected to being numbers

of the algebraic domain K ( ay ) but not necessarily rational numbers. We

may say that ry is a Riemann matrix belonging to this algebraic domain.

103. By a transformation of coordinates with coefficients rational with

respect to those of the complex (16), that is, with coefficients belonging to the

domain X(ay), we may reduce the equation of this complex to the form

22 <V (ay) (x„ 27P'+M - xp'+M y„ ),
M = l

where the (e)'s are numbers of the same domain.* This is equivalent to

applying a certain transformation of isomorphism upon ß. By following up

this transformation with q others applied each to the rows of ry, we shall reduce

Tj to the form

(ci(ay))-1, 0, •••, 0, oil,     ait,    •••,    a{p'

0, («2 (ay))-1,    •••, 0, oli,     «4s,    •••,

0» • ■••,    (v(ay))-1,    Op'i,     •       •••,    ap'p'  I

* See for example Bertini, Lezzioni sulla geometría proiettiva degli iperspazi, page 106.
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and if we set akk = a'kk + iakk it is necessary that the quadratic forms

21 a'hk Xh yk be all definite positive.

The class of matrices thus obtained depends upon \qp' (p' + l) = |p(r + 2)

continuous parameters, and qp' = p arbitrary integers—the integers which

enter into the composition of the (e)'s, where we may assume the coefficients

of the powers of the (a)'s equal to integers.

The invariants of the most general matrices of the class here considered

are given by
1 + A= 1 +k = q,

since with the notations of § 4, the (<py*)'s are zero, « = (2) and the expres-

sions d> ( oy ) are not zero.

104. Most of the properties of ordinary Riemann matrices belong also to

those of the domain K ( ay ). Let us indicate a few of them as well as their

corollaries for fl.

Assume that there exist 1 + kx linearly independent complexes such as

(16), say

53 7m»(«y)*^» = ° (yU • -y',*)>
M.»

belonging to fl. The equations in the coefficients c™ of the alternate forms of

fl, analogous to the equations (14), become

Zor'ar1 = 0 («,*«»)
m, n

2C «7+""2 = 53' *. ( «i ) 7*m» ( «y ).
m,n j=l

where the (<p)'s are polynomials with rational coefficients.    They show that

1 + k = q(l+ki).

Similarly if there are 1 + Ai reciprocities

1-2P'

53 ylA<xi)x„yr = 0,
M.»

then 1 + h = q(l + hi).

The matrix fl will be pure if it does not possess any other bilinear forms of

the type just defined (this we have tacitly assumed in the'above formulas)—

and if moreover none of these forms are degenerate.

We may apply to the matrices r¡ a transformation defined by the symbolic

matrix-equation :

r'y = ry ||/3„(ay)|| (^, » = 1, 2, • • •, 2p'),

where the (ß)'s are numbers of the domain K(a¡). Then we may apply to

ry a linear transformation of the rows.    If we do this simultaneously for every
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ry we have a transformation of isomorphism of ß.   The matrices ry must be

considered as impure if, for every j,

i
Tj  =

TÍ,      0,
o, T'i,

0
0

o, tí

where t{ is a matrix with p'h rows and 2p'h columns, p'h being independent of j.

In this case ß is isomorphic to a matrix of type (I), the submatrices w, being

invariant under the Riemann projectivity considered. Such a condition will

certainly arise if 1 + Ai > 2p'. In all cases, as Scorza showed for ordinary

Riemann matrices, we have

hence

l + AiSi2p'2,        1+fciSip'2,

1 + A Si pr, 1+isi \pr.

When the indices Ai, ki have their maximum values, ß is isomorphic to a

matrix composed with an array t such that

1,    5 (ay),   0,       0,
0,       0,        1,    5 (ay),

0
0

0,       0, 1,      S (ay)

where 5 (ay) is a quadratic number of the domain K (aj) (Scorza).

The numbers Ai, Ai may have lacunary values and they can be obtained as

those of A, k have been obtained by Scorza.

If Ai > -0, then there exists at least one complex multiplication T'permutable

with the multiplication T whose multipliers are the (a)'s. There will then

be a multiplication of degree q' =% 2q permutable with both T and T and we

can investigate ß by taking this multiplication as a starting point. But

there may be advantage in considering directly the Riemann projectivities of

tj , and if ß is pure ry may be composed with two matrices

%u 0»2, 1 »       ft* »       ßj k ,       ■■ ■ ,       ßjk
«'-1

where the numbers ft* are roots of an irreducible equation f(ß) = 0 of degree

q' = 2p'/r' with coefficients in the same domain as already considered.

Let ß' be another Riemann matrix of genus p possessing a Riemann pro-

jectivity having also f(a) = 0 for characteristic equation and assume ß and

ß' both pure.   They will be isomorphic if there exists a simultaneous form

227M»(ay)xM27„

which vanishes when the (x)'s are replaced by the elements of any row of ry
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 28.
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and the (y)'s by those of any row of 77 which corresponds to r, for ß', this

for j = 1, 2, • • • , p'. If there exist Ai such forms, the simultaneous index

of ß, ß' is X = q\i.

In concluding, let us remark that the arithmetic properties of alternate forms

belonging to ordinary Riemann matrices can be extended at once to those

which we have here considered. For these propositions can in general be

derived by purely arithmetic methods and without mentioning Abelian vari-

eties at all. For example, the theorems given by Cotty in his thesis, on

hyperelliptic surfaces and the corresponding forms, can be at once extended

to ry when r = 2p' = 4.

105. Real multipliers (r = 2p' = 2). When r = 2 and ai, a2, • • • , ap

include all the roots of / ( a ) =0 they must necessarily be real, at least when

the array t is as general as possible.    For if

1,2

(18) 227m»(ay, a*)x„ yy
Mi »

is an alternate form of ß, it is necessary that 7M„(ay, a*) = 0 if a, ^ a*,

hence 7MK (ay, ay) =0 if ay j¿ ay, and these matrices exist only if the (a)'s

are all real. They are then of the type of matrices which we have just in-

vestigated. We may always arrange matters so that no Tyi will be zero. If

we divide then every term in the j-th row of ß by tyi, the array t will assume

the form
||l,ry|| (¿-1, 2, ••-,?).

The arbitrary constants r¡ must be imaginary else ß would have a row with

elements all real.    If the form (18) is an alternate form of ß,

7m» (ay, a*) = - yvy_ (a*, ay),        y^ (ay, a*) = 0 if a* ¿¿ aj-,

7m» (ay, aj) ¿¿ 0;

and hence 1 + k = q.   If on the contrary (18) is not an alternate form of ß,

and if the parameters ry remain entirely arbitrary it is necessary that

7mm (ay, a*) =0       (p - 1,2); 712 (ay, a*) = 721 (ay, a*) = 0 if ay ^ a*;

712 (ay, ay) = - 721 (ay, ay);

whence again l-r-A = g = p = l+A.

Assume that (18) is an alternate form of ß.    The polynomial

7(a) = 7i2(a, a)

is after all" merely an arbitrary polynomial of degree g — 1. The Hermitian

form corresponding to (18) is

ip p
-iT-2)'y(ay)(ry - ty)xy*y = 21 7 ( ay ) Tj Xy Xy (7,=^+irj).

¿î ¡=1 y=i
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We can always take 7(a) such that the coefficients will all be positive, hence

whatever the parameters Ty, ß is always a Riemann matrix. If we assume,

as we have done so far, that/( a) is irreducible, then when one of the numbers

y ( ay ) is zero they will all be. Since moreover none of the tJ can be zero,

whenever ß possesses no other alternate forms than those of the above type,

the Hermitian form is always of genus p and ß is pure.

Can the matrix be pure and possess a new Riemann projectivity? In order

that this be the case it must possess a bilinear form other than of the above

type, say
1.2

53 ß*v(<*i, otk)xy.yr,
Mi»

imposing some relations between the parameters ry. Two cases are possible :

(a) The expressions ß^y ( ay, at ) ( ay 7= a* ) are all zero, but the ß^v ( a¡, ay )

are not. There will then be no new alternate form, hence 1 + A = 2p,

1 + k = p. The new complex multiplication is permutable with the former.

The matrix ß which is still pure possesses a Riemann projectivity with irre-

ducible characteristic equation and we fall back upon the case studied in § 2.

This is a Consequence of the fact that the reciprocity

1.2

530M»(ay> oik)x^yy = 0
M.»

leaves the point ( 1, ry ) invariant, hence the parameters r are then quadratic

conjugate numbers of the real domains K(aj). The matrix ß is then iso-

morphic to a matrix with array t of type 11 1, Vñ (ay) ||, where R (ay) is an

integer of the same domain, negative together with all its conjugates, (b)

The expressions /3M„(ay, ak) (ay 9e ak) are not all zero. In this case

1 + h = q + q(q — 1) = p2 > 2p if p > 2. Hence ß is impure if p > 2.

Thus if r = 2 and if the multipliers are all real, fl if pure cannot possess more

than two other Riemann projectivities, one of degree two and the other of

degree 2p, permutable with the given one.

106. Imaginary multipliers. We shall first consider a question concerning

Hermitian forms.

Given the Hermitian form of genus r

T

¿_, a^ x^ x^,
M=l

let Sr'-i, ST"-x be two spaces of Sr such that r' + r" = r and conjugated

with respect to the reciprocity

530m2;m2/m = °-

Under what conditions can the Hermitian form be positive at all points of the
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first space and negative at all points of the second? The equations of SV'-i

can be put in the form
Tl

Xr'+y =   22 6»m X^ (p = 1,2, ■■■ ,r"),
M = l

and it will be necessary that

r' r" r' t'

22 Om xp Xp. + 22 ar'+v ( 22 ^»m ̂m ) ( 22 t»M *m ) > ° ■
M=l »=1 M=l M=l

This expression can certainly be made negative if it is possible to annul all the

terms whose coefficients att are positive without annulling the others. Let s'

be the number that are positive and s" the remaining. We shall have s'

linear equations in r' unknowns and since they must not have any solutions,

it is necessary that r' Si s'. Similarly we must have r" Si s", but

r' + r" =% s' + s" ; hence r' = s', r" = s". These conditions are besides

sufficient.    To see it we may consider the form

T> T"

¿^i X^ Xj, ¿-i Xr'+„ Xr'+V
M=l »=1

and the two conjugate spaces

iSr'_i ;•    Xr'+v=\vXi (p-1,2, ••-.r"),
T"

Sr"-i; Xi   = X3  =   ■ ■ ■   = XT'   =  0, Xi   =   22 A» Xy >
»=1

where the (X)'s satisfy the conditions

22 K K < 1 •
On Sr'-i the Hermitian form becomes

» _ i'       _
(i — 22A» K ) xi xi + 22 ̂ m ̂m

M=2

and its sign is + .    On Sr"_i it reduces to

r" r" _ r"

/ • "» Xr'+V ¿^ A» Xr'+y 2—i Xr'+v Xr'+v
v=l v=l »=1

=   I Z_j A^ Xr'+^ I     —   ¿j Xr'+v Xr'+v

< (ZIa»^>|)2- T,\xr'+v\2 < Z\K\2 ZW+vl2 - T,W+v\2
= i-i + T,K\)T,\xr'+v\2<o,

as was desired. This shows also that there is an infinity of pairs of spaces

answering the question.

107. We now pass to the study of matrices with imaginary multipliers.

We shall limit ourselves to the case where the group G of the equation fia) = 0

¿s permutable with the unique operation that permutes each root with its conjugate.

I say that in this case if there exists a form (12) satisfying only the conditions
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(a) and (c"), fl is a Riemann matrix. For let X) £m» ( ay, a* ) x^ yy be a form

answering the question. We may determine polynomials with rational coeffi-

cients and of degree q — 1 in ay, a*, say -yM„ (ay, a*), by the relations

7M»(ayi "*) = 0        if        ay 9a ak;

7m»(«y. «y ) = 0M»(ay, «/)•

That this is possible in view of the property assumed for the group of/ ( a ) = 0

follows from § 2, and we see then that the form

(19) 537M»(«y>«t)a;My»

is a Riemann form of fl. For, the spaces 8rf-i, STt-x will be conjugated with

respect to the proper reciprocity, in particular 8Tf-i, S^_i with respect to

(20) 53 7m» ( «y » «y ) av y y = o
and the Hermitian forms

(21) - 2¿ 53 7m» ( «y. «y ) x» x„

will be positive at all points of 8rj-x and negative at all points of <Sr;_i. As

the Hermitian form belonging to (19) is here the sum of the forms (21) it is

definite positive, and fl is effectively a Riemann matrix.

108. To establish the existence of matrices of the type considered it is

sufficient to show that we can take polynomials with rational coefficients

7m» (ai> <*i) > sucn that. when the Hermitian form

-Iv  'o • 2-¿ 7m» *m xy

is reduced to the type

? ' 7m Xp. Xp_,

Tj coefficients yß are positive and rj negative. This is equivalent to requiring

that of the r roots of the equation in y (all real, as is well-known),

1
2i7T;7M»(«y. «y) - «m»"7 =   0 («MM =   1;   «M»   = 0,   /i + ")i

ry be positive and r'¡ negative.    Indeed, we can then determine polynomials

with rational coefficients y'^y (ay, at) such that

7m»(«y. at) = 0   if   ay 9± ak;        7m»(ay, ay) = y^y (ay, ay),

and also spaces Srj, S^-i satisfying the conditions (a), (c") relatively to

53 7m» (ay, oek)x^yv,

and there will therefore exist a Riemann matrix belonging to/(a) = 0 and

to the distribution ai, a2, • • •, ap of its roots.
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Now let us take rq numbers Vj^ such that with ay' = ay,

Vi, 1   = Vi, 2   =  • • •   = Vi, Tj   = + 1 ; Vi, r/H   =  • ■ •  = Wy, r   =  — 1 ;

Vi'. 1  = Vi', 2  =   ■■■   =  »7y', r, =   - 1; 77y', T)+i  =   • • •   =  77y', r =   + 1 ,

and consider the equations

-¿ÏÎCÎ«?""1«?-1 - aT'ar1) = Vip.     U = 1,2, ...,9; „ = 1,2, .-.,r),
¿î m,n

of which we shall take a type solution in real numbers c™.    Designate then

¿5mm'by — ¿ ÔM(1 (ay, ay) the left-hand sides.   The equation in y

2iaßv(ctj, aj) - e„v-y —  0 («M»   =  *M»   =0,   P  T* P ;   «MM   fa  1 ),

has ry positive and r¡ negative roots, this for j = 1, 2, • • •, q, all equal to

unity in absolute value. Let us take finally polynomials 7M„(ay, ay) with

rational coefficients differing as little as we please from those of the (5)'s.

The Hermitian form

- ó"- 22 7m» iai> äj)x^Xv

will obviously answer the question. The existence of our matrices is therefore

proved and at the same time we have given a construction for them.

To obtain A, r being assumed as general as possible, we remark that the

number of independent relations

JÍ&mna?-1«*-1  = ° (¿-1,2, •••,})
m,n

is equal to the number of independent solutions for the (6)'s, that is, to

qiq — 1). Hence t' = q. Similarly for k we must consider the number of

relations

'É bnniar'cÇ-1 + oTl ¿r1) =0 (¿ - 1,2, •.-, i«).
m,n

This number is \q2, hence

_ qjq + 1)      i . _ it =--¡(f = î?.

It follows that

l-r-A = 2(l + A) =? + 2r2[(|)-s]-

This assumes r > 2. When r = 2 and the numbers ry are not all equal to

unity, nothing is changed. If they are all equal to unity we must add q

alternate forms to A and A (the same forms as occur in the case of real multi-
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pliers), and since « =  (l),we have

l + h = 2q,        l+k = jq.

Remark: When / ( a ) = 0 is Abelian, it becomes possible to determine «.

For it is certainly possible to derive from the set ( ai, a2, • • •, a„ ) all the

pairs of roots by the operations of G if the number of distinct multipliers

exceeds \q (No. 91). Hence when this occurs, as it does in the most general

case, we have « = ( f ), and therefore l + A = 2(l + fc)=g, with the

added condition that if r = 2 the multipliers must not all be distinct. When

they are we are thrown back on the formulas already derived for this special

case.

Assume now that there are exactly \q distinct multipliers. Then (No. 84)

fl is impure of type (II) composed r times with

a = || l,ay, •••,a«-1|| 0' = 1,2, ••-,*?)

which is itself pure or impure according as the subgroup G' of G which

maintains invariant the set ( ai, a2, • • •, ap ) does or does not reduce to

the identity. Let re be the order of G'. The invariants of « are given by

1 + A' = 2 ( 1 + k' ) = nq and those of fl by 1 + A = 2 ( 1 + k) = nr2 q = nrp.

109. The form in the left-hand side of (20) can be reduced to one of the

same nature with •ym„ ( ay, ay ) = 0    ( p A v ), by a transformation of variables

x'y. - 53&M»(ay,äy)x„,       y'^ = 53 &m» (äy, a,)*/,,
» »

where the (b)'s are as before polynomials with rational coefficients.    Now

according to what has been stated in No. 89, these equations can be put in the

simple form

xl = 53«M»(ay)x„,        y'y. = 53«M»(äy)y»,
» »

where the (e)'s are still polynomials with rational coefficients. This is all

equivalent to stating that fl can be transformed into an isomorphic matrix

for which (20) is replaced by 2Üm=i 7mm (ay, äy) xM yß .   Moreover

7MM(ay,ay) = (ay - ay) 53 C (ar^ + äJX)

and contains therefore %q arbitrary coefficients. Hence fl depends upon

\rq = p arbitrary integers and upon \Y*Sj=x ry r'} continuous essential param-

eters, namely the parameters which determine the position of one of the spaces

Sry-x, Sr¡-x for each pair of roots (ay, ay).

When there are no other alternate forms than those derived from (19), fl

is pure since the Hermitian form belonging to each alternate form is the sum

of q forms of genera ry, with independent variables, hence its genus is

£ry = P •   This is still true if there are 1 + k0 forms of the type in question,
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such that the corresponding forms (20)

22 7m» (ay, ctj)x„yv (s = 1,2, ■■■, I + k„)

are linearly independent and moreover do not possess any combination with

coefficients polynomials in ay, a,, degenerate. In all cases if r > 2, or r = 2,

and the multipliers are not all distinct, 1 -{- k = %qil + k0), and in the same

conditions if there are Ao non-alternate forms of the same type,

1 + Ä = 7(1 + Ao).

When the multipliers are all distinct 1 + k is the same, but 1 + A = ff(2 + A0).

Let us consider a little more closely the case just mentioned where ß possesses

two bilinear forms of type (19) with forms (20) independent. Let Aj, Bj

be the reciprocities determined by two of them between the spaces ST—i,

S/-i. Then Aj1-Bj is a projectivity transforming Sr. into itself. It is

defined by equations such as x'^ = 222, &M» (ay, ay)x„, which as before can

be put in the form xj, = 52» £M» (ay)x„, and it is readily seen that these

relations define, as in the case of real roots, a complex multiplication permutable

with the multiplication whose multipliers are the (a)'s.

Remark: Let us assume that the integers ry are all equal and that moreover

ß possesses an alternate form (19) such that 7,*, (ay, a*) = 0 if ay 9a ak.

It will then be possible to apply with scarcely any change everything that has

been said in the case of real multipliers. However A and k will not be the same.

Let there be Ai forms of the nature in question and such that the alternate

forms

227M»(ay, aj)xßyv (s = 1,2, ■■■ ,kt),

yUiaj, aj) = - 7ÎM(ay, ay)

are linearly independent.    We will then have

1 + A = |(l + fc0 + 2Ai) + r2

Similarly if there are Ai non-alternate forms, then

1 + h = qil + ho + h) + 2r2Uq\ - sl-

110. Can ß possess a new bilinear form

(22) ZMay,a*)xMt7,

without possessing other alternate forms than those derived from (19)? In

order that this be the case, it is necessary that the following relations be

verified:

5„,(ay, a*) - o,Aoik, ay) = 0,

(ay - a*)[S„,(ay, a*) -M„M(a*, ay)] = 0        if        ay s* a»,

í„,(ay, äj) - 5,M(äy, ay) = <p(ay, äy)-7^(ay, äy),

(ay - äy)[fi^(ay, äy) + 5„.(ay, ay)] = ^(ay, ay)-7„,(ay, ay).

;-■
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From the first two we conclude that

0       if        ay 9a ak or ak,

Ku. ( Uj, ay ),

¿M»(ay, ay) = x(ay, ay)-7„„(ay, ay).

This shows that we may combine the two forms (19) and (22) so as to obtain

a form

53 TM»(ay, ak)x»yy

such that f„,,(ay, at) = 0 if ay 9i ak, while

53TM»(ay, ay)x„2/„ = 0

represents a quadric of Sr-x which must contain the space STj-x ■ If this

quadric were degenerate fl would possess a degenerate bilinear form and would

therefore be impure. Limiting ourselves to the case of pure matrices, we

must then have ry — 1 3s J ( f — 2) when r is even and ry — l£|(r- 3)

when it is odd (Bertini). Similar limits hold of course for r'j — 1. But

ry + r'j = r, hence r must be even and we must have besides r¡ = r'¡ = \r.

Thus r must be even, and among the multipliers each root must be taken the

same number of times. In this case the solution exists actually as can be

shown by the following choice of bilinear forms: For (19) we take a form such

that 7b,(ay, at) = 0 if a, 9e ak and

1 _ r/2

-ñ-53.7m»(ay. ay)x„y, = 53 (xMy„ - x,     yT      );
¿1 ¡í=\ 2^2

for the quadric (22) we take
r/2

53 x>xr      =0;
M=l 2^M

and for the spaces Sr— i, Sr^_i,

Srt-X'- Xr       =0, ST'i: x„ = 0
; 2+''

(M = l,2, •••,r/2), (j = 1,2, ■••>î/2), ah 9* ak if A, k ^ q/2.

If there are two non-degenerate reciprocities such as (22), the product of one

by the inverse of the other defines a new multiplication permutable with the

first, fl possesses then a complex multiplication of degree q' =5 2g, and we

have l + &>ï(2g)=5<7, hence there must be a new alternate form. In

other words, the existence of two such reciprocities increases necessarily the

index of singularity, k.   When there is only one we have

1 + k = \q-        1 + A = 2q.

5M„(ay, at)

5M»(ay, ay)

and from the last two that
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111. As an application we shall establish the existence of non-singular

Abelian varieties with complex multiplication whose existence has recently

been announced without proof by Scorza.*

According to No. 101 we must have q = 2 and the characteristic equation

of the complex multiplication in question must be of the type

(act* + ba + c)< = 0,       62 < 4oc,

with p > 2. We then have 1 + A = 2, 1 + A = 1 and it is sufficient to

construct the matrices such as those of Nos. 107, 108 corresponding to this

complex multiplication. We may observe that among the multipliers one

of the roots may be taken any number of times < p. When p is even there

exist varieties with two complex multiplications such as those of No. Ill,

and for them l + A = 4,l-r-A = l. According to what we have just seen,

if there is one more reciprocity of this type we have certainly k > 0. The

matrices in question are therefore the only non-singu'ar matrices with complex

multiplication.

This result may be extended to varieties with a complex multiplication

whose multipliers are real and to multiplications permutable with these.

The integers A0, k0 having always the same meaning as previously we find

that for Ai = 0, Ai can only take the values 0, 1, 3. Finally it is easy to

construct the corresponding matrices—by merely replacing everywhere the

ordinary domain of rationality by the domain K ( ay )—but we shall not dwell

on this any further.

This ends the discussion of complex multiplications. We shall proceed to

make a rapid application to the classification of pure matrices for p = 2 or 3.

§6. Pure matrices of genus two or three

112. Matrices of genus two. If a matrix of genus two is singular and pure,

it must possess a Riemann projectivity whose characteristic equation is of

type [/(a)]r = 0, (/(a) irreducible). Since rq = 4, r can only have the

values 1,2. Let first r = 1. We have seen in No. 89 that ß is then reducible

to the type
1,    ai,    at,    a\
1,    a2,    at,    ai   '

where ai, a2 are roots of an equation of degree four

(a2 - 2fi a + mfi + re) (a2 - 2fr a + mfr + re) = 0

with m, re rational and f i, fo roots of an equation

_ of2 + 6r + c = 0,

•Comptes Rendus, October, 1917. (Added in 1922: The proof has since been

supplied in his memoir of the Palermo Rendiconti, vol. 45 (1921), p. 185. It

appears to be decidedly different from ours.)
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and we have indicated there the conditions that a, b, c, m, n must satisfy.

As to the invariants of fl, they arel + A = 2(l + Ä;) =4.

113. Let now r = 2 and assume the multipliers real.    The matrix fl is

isomorphic to a matrix composed with two arrays

1,
1,

n
T2

1,
1,

Vd
- Vd

where d is a positive integer not a perfect square. We know that fl exists

provided n, r2 are imaginary. Just by way of illustration we give the calcu-

lation, which is here very simple.   There will be an alternate form

7i2 (Vd, - Vd ) xi j/2 + 721 (Vd, - Vd ) x2 yi
with

7i2(x, y) = - yix(y, x) = \(xy + d) + p(x + y),

so chosen as not to impose any condition on ri and r2. This form contains

two arbitrary parameters, hence 1 + k = 2, and similarly 1 + A = 2 as we

already knew.    The corresponding Hermitian form is, up to the factor Vd,

t" ( p + X Vd ) Xi xi — t\ ( p — X Vd ) X2 Xi ;

We must therefore have

Tj = r} + iTj ,

r,(M + XVd)>0,        T^M-XVd) <0.

We can always assume that one of the numbers tx, tI is positive—say t\.

The existence of fl is certain for we can take X, p positive and such that

p — X Vd has the sign of — r"2. Moreover the matrix is pure because the

Hermitian form is of genus two provided that X and p are not both zero.

The sets of integers (X, p) satisfying the above equalities define the principal

forms and therefore also the systems of Abelian functions corresponding to

the matrix.

If there exists a non-alternate bilinear form imposing some relations upon

tí , T2, these numbers are conjugate quadratic numbers of the domain K(^d),

and fl possesses a Riemann projectivity with irreducible characteristic equation.

It is therefore of the type considered in No. 112.

114. Let us pass to the case of complex multipliers. We have now two

arrays

1,
1,

Tl

T2

1,
1,

¿Vd
-¿Vd

where d is as before a positive integer not a perfect square. From the existence

of an alternate form, follows a bilinear relation between Ti and r2, whose

coefficients belong to the domain K(i^d). If ß is pure we can always

reduce it to an isomorphic matrix composed with two similar arrays such that
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the relation in question is then Cn — c22 ti t2 = 0, where Cu, c22 are integers.

The corresponding Hermitian form is

Cn Xi Xi  — C22 X2 X2 .

It must be positive for x% — 1, x% = t\ , and negative for Xi = 1, x2 = r2.

It follows that Cn, c22 must have the same signs and that their ratio must be

included between ti 7-1 and t2 t2, numbers which must not be equal. This is

equivalent to the sole condition |ti| ?± |t2| . The invariants of ß are

l-r-A = 4,l + A = 3. As they have the maximum value for a pure matrix,

ß cannot acquire any other bilinear forms. This completes the discussion of

the case p = 2.

We see that for a pure matrix of genus 2, the only possible combinations

(A,A) are (0,0), (1, 1), (3,2), and ( 3, 1 ). The corresponding matrices

depend respectively upon 3,2, 1,0 continuous parameters.

115. Matrices of genus three. When p = 3, qr = 6; hence r = 1, 2, or 3.

Let first r = 1, and therefore q = 3.    The characteristic equation is

¿ (a2 - 2fc a + Xr2 + & + v)=0,
y=i

where the (f)'s are roots of an irreducible equation f3 + pf2 -f- çf + r = 0.

Let T be an operation of the group G of the characteristic equation, permuting

cyclically the pairs (ai, ai), (a2, a2), (a3, ca). It corresponds to the

cyclic operation of order 3 that the group of the equation in £" always contains.

If we observe that T is permutable with the binary operation S oî G permuting

pairs of conjugate roots, we see that with a suitable choice of notation T has

one of the following two forms :

(ai, a2, a3) • (ai, a2, 03) ; (ai, a2, a3, ai, at, as) .

Hence G always contains a cyclic subgroup of order 6, of the powers of TS

in the first case and of the powers of T in the second. This is sufficient to

allow us to affirm, as in the case of an Abelian equation, that there exists a

pure matrix corresponding to the above equation since it will always be pos-

sible to choose three roots ai, a2, a3 of which none are conjugate to each

other and such that from the pairs (ai, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, ai) we may

deduce, by the operations of the group, every pair of non-conjugate roots.

As to the invariants, they will have the values l + A = 2(l-r-A) = 6.

116. Let us assume now r = 2. The matrix ß is then composed with the

arrays

II Tyi, Tyi ||, || 1, ay, a2 || (¿-1,2,3),

the multipliers being the roots of an equation of the third degree. I say that

in order that ß be pure, these roots must all be real.    For if 2227m» ( ay, a* ) xM yv
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is a principal form, the corresponding Hermitian form will be definite only if

its coefficients A¡¡ are not all zero, which requires that the quantities y^y ( a¡, a¡ )

(ju, j< = l,2,3,4)be not all zero. Hence, if there is a pair of imaginary

multipliers, the expressions 7MF(ay, at) (ay ^ at), (p, v = 1, 2, 3, 4) are

not all zero. Moreover as is well known the equation in the multipliers is

not Abelian. But the group of a non-Abelian irreducible equation of degree

three is of order six and permutes transitively the three pairs of roots. Hence,

if 7M„ (x, y) does not vanish for one pair of distinct roots, it does not vanish

for any other pair. Now, there are three distinct quantities of type

( a™ a£ + a" a™ ) (m,n = 0, 1,2) between which there is no relation with

integral coefficients. Hence (No. 96) 1 + k = 3 + 3 = 6 > 2p - 1 and ß

if it exists at all is necessarily impure.

When ß is pure the three multipliers must then be real. We know then

that ß always exists provided that the ratios Tjí/t¡x are not real. When they

are arbitrary, we have l + A = l+& = 3. The existence of a new alternate

form either will bring us back to the case of No. 115 or else will make 1 + k

take the value 6 > 2p — 1, hence ß will be impure. The same will hold for

the non-alternate forms.

117. Let finally r = 3, q = 2. Since r is odd, the multipliers must be

imaginary.    The matrix fl is isomorphic to a matrix composed with two arrays,

T — II Tyi, Ty2, Tys ||, ||l,ay|| (a, = a2 = - a3 = i<d),

where d is again a positive integer and not a perfect square. The determinants

of order two, derived from the first two rows of t, cannot all be zero, for other-

wise ß would have two rows with proportional terms. Finally if t3i = T32 = 0,

ß contains an elliptic submatrix. Hence if ß is pure, we can always replace

r by an array of the type

1,    0,      T,

0,1,        T2     .
1,    r4,    T3

Since we have made no transformation upon the columns, we may take as

form (19)

711 ( ay, äy ) Xi t/i + 722 ( ay, ay ) x2 i/2 + 733 ( ay, ay )x3y3.

The numbers ^1 y a ( i Vd, — ¿ Vd ) = ay are real numbers of the domain

K(i^d)—they are therefore rational numbers and we can without incon-

venience assume that they are integers. In order that ß be a Riemann matrix

it is necessary (a) that axxxyx + a2 x2 y2 + a3x3y3 vanish when the (x)'s

are replaced by the elements of the first or second rows and the (y)'s by those

of the third; (6) that ax xx Xi + a2 x2 x2 + a3 x3 x3 be positive at the point

(X, p, Xti + pr2)  whatever X, p, and negative at the point (1, t4, t3).
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We have, therefore, the relations

oi + a3 ti t3 = 0,        o2 t4 + a3 Tt t3 = 0,

then the inequalities

Oi + 02 Tu T\  + 03 7"3 T3 < 0

( Oi + 03 Ti Ti ) XX + 03 Ti T2 X/U + 03 Ti T2 X/l + ( 02 + 03 T2 T2 ) MM > 0 .

Hence the roots of the equation in £

Ol + 03 Tl tl — £ ,

a3 ri T2,

03 Ti T2

02 + 03 T2 T2 S
= 0

must both be positive.    Moreover the coefficient of XX in the Hermitian form

in X, y must be positive, which gives us finally the inequalities

Ol + «S Ti Tl  > 0 ,

oi + o2 -I- a3(TLTi + T2T2) > 0,

Oi 02 + 03 (O2 Ti Ti + Oi T2 T2 ) > 0 .

Let us set
ai = — too3,       a2 = — rea3,       Ty = Aye'*'.

The array t assumes then the form

1,
0,
1,

0, m/r3

1, rer4/T3

U,     T3

and our inequalities reduce to

ma3 (m — R\) > 0,

a3(m2 + n2Rl - (m + n)R23) > 0,

o3 ( to + nRl - Rl ) > 0,       mn < 0.

Let us consider to, re as rectangular point coordinates and draw the curves

representing the functions in the left-hand sides of these inequalities (ellipse

with axes parallel to the coordinate axes and straight lines ) :

The point ( to , re ) can only be in one of the two regions, I, II, III. If it is

in one of the first two regions, we must take o3 > 0, and if it is in the third,

we must take o3 < 0. One of these regions always exists, hence t3, t4 can

take arbitrary values, zero excepted. Under these conditions, we shall have

1 + A = 1,A = 2, and the matrix is not singular—it is the simplest matrix

of this type of genus p > 1

If the matrix possesses a new non-degenerate bilinear form

22 7m» (ay, «*)xM27,

it is impossible that y^v = 0 for ay ^ a* if ß isjmre.    Indeed then, if aj = ak,

either   the  equation   obtained,   I2 7m»(*^>  ¿ Vd)xM yF = 0   (a* = ay),
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represents a linear complex, necessarily degenerate since the containing space

is of odd dimensionality, or else

53 [7m»(*Vd, ¿Vd) + 7„M(¿Vd, ¿Vd)]xMx,, = 0        (ay = at)

is a conic containing all the points of the line that joins (1,0, n/r3 ) to

(0, 1. nrjr3), conic necessarily degenerate. In all cases the reciprocity

Z! 7m» (ay, 0Lj)xlk yy is degenerate and ß is impure.

Fig. 1.

If the expressions 7„„ ( ay, at ) are not all zero, ß will possess two reciprocities

of the type

53 7m» (ay, ak)xßyy = 0,

7m»(ay, ay) = 0;        7m»(ay, ak) ?= 0 if ay 9e ak.

If ß is pure they are not degenerate and multiplying one of them by the inverse

of the other we obtain then a new multiplication permutable with the one

whose multipliers are the (a)'s. In that case ß must possess a Riemann

projectivity of degree i? 2q, hence of degree 6, and we fall back on the type

of No. 115.
Thus for a pure matrix of genus three the only possible combinations for

the invariants A, k are (0,0), (0, 1 ), ( 1, 1 ), (2,5). The corresponding

matrices depend upon 6,2,3,0 essential parameters.
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Chapter III.   Abelian varieties with cyclic groups and varieties of

RANK   > 1   IMAGES  OF THEIR INVOLUTIONS

§ 1. Varieties of rank one with cyclic group

118. The study of hyperelliptic surfaces with cyclic group and more generally

with finite group of birational transformations has already been made by

Enriques, Severi, Bagnera and de Franchis. We only propose here to give

a few new properties and to calculate the invariants of some simple varieties

of genus p > 2 and rank > 1.

Every birational transformation of finite order T of an Abelian variety of

rank one, Vp, whose Riemann matrix has been put in a suitable form, will be

given by equations such as

,,., u'i = Ui + ai (i = 1,2, ■■■ ,p');

up'+j = ey up'+j + ap'+j ( j = 1, 2, • • •, p - p' ),

where the (e)'s are roots of unity other than one.    A very interesting case

and one to which we shall largely limit the discussion is that where the equa-

tions of T are

(2) u'j = en'Uj (¿- 1,2, ■•-,?),

the ( t" ) 's being primitive roots of a binomial equation xm = 1. It will be

particularly the case if ß is pure. We shall assume to > 2. The numbers

± rey will form a complete set of residues prime to to taken r times so that if

2p = <p i to ), where <p is the Euler function, then r = p/p.

We have shown how we may derive from ß a matrix ß' composed with two

arrays

T -  || tyi, ty,,  • • ■ , Tyr ||, || 1 ,«*,-•• , e«2*-»"' || (¿ - 1, 2, • • •, p).

To this matrix corresponds an Abelian variety of rank one, V'p, in correspond-

ence ( n, 1 ) with Vp if the array t is suitably chosen. V'p is the image of an

ordinary involution of order n on Vp and possesses a cyclic birational trans-

formation expressed by the same equations (2). Now it is easy to show that

from the point of view which will occupy us, we may replace Vv by V'p, that

is, ß by ß', and this we propose to do in the sequence. We shall then assume

that ß coincides with ß'.

•When r is as general as possible and the (en)'s are not all different, the

invariants of Vp are given byl + A = 2(l + A) = 2'y, while if these multi-"

pliers are different ( r = 2 ), they are given by 1 + Ä = 4¿u, 1 + A = 3¿u.

119. The determination of the total group of birational transformations of a

Vp is of considerable interest. For p = 2, this has already been done by

Scorza in his Palermo Rendiconti memoir. We shall show how

the solution of this question is related in an important case to the problem of

the determination of the units of an algebraic domain.
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Let G be a permutable subgroup of the group formed by the products of the

complex multiplications, such that no Riemann projectivity corresponding to

one of its operations transforms separately a submatrix of fl if fl is impure.

We shall endeavor to characterize the operations of G which lead to birational

transformations of Vp.

Let T be a birational transformation belonging to G and

B = \\byyi\\ (r,n-l,2,--,2p)

its Riemann projectivity. We know that the determinant \brii\ = ± 1.

Moreover there exists a minimum base Bx, B2, • • •, Bq for the projectivities

whose terms are integers and we have B = 23Xy5y, where the (X)'s are

integers.    If ai, a{, • • •, aP are the multipliers of Bj we have for those of B

a8=53XyOÍ (s = 1, 2, •••, p)
y

and their norm is equal to unity. They are therefore conjugate units of a

certain algebraic domain, and more especially a, is a unit contained in the

modulus (a"x, a"2, • • •, a"q). We may remark in passing that each number

of this modulus determines a Riemann projectivity whose terms are integers.

Moreover the modulus is an order in the sense of Dedekind. For, if a', and

a',' belong to it, there correspond to them projectivities with integral terms

B', B", and a, a',' which is multiplier of the projectivity with integral terms

B'B" belongs actually to the same modulus. Thus a, is a unit contained in

a certain order of algebraic numbers and conversely if a, is such a unit, it

defines a projectivity with integral terms whose determinant is unity, hence

a birational transformation of Vp. Thus the projectivities corresponding to

the birational transformations, and therefore the birational transformations them-

selves, are combined like units in an order of an algebraic domain. From a

classical theorem due to Dirichlet, follows then that there exists a finite number

of permutable birational transformations Tx, T2, ■ ■ ■, Ty, v < p/r, such

that any other is given by a relation

T = To n> Tn2> ■■■ ry>,

where T0 is an arbitrary cyclic transformation of 'the system and v is the

number of distinct real multipliers increased by half the number of imaginary

multipliers.

Let ß[, ß{, ■ ■ ■, ß{ be a minimum base for the integers of the domain K(aj).

The solution of the problem which we are considering is related to that of the

following: To solve in integers x, the equation

n E ßi x* = ± i •
j *

We-see that the group of birational transformations of G, like G itself, depends

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 2».
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solely upon the equation / ( a ) = 0 but not upon the array t provided that

r*2.
In the particularly interesting case where the roots oí fia) = 0 are all

imaginary, each being given by the same rational function of its conjugate,

the problem is somewhat simplified. Let us set ay + ay = 2fy, ay ay = 77y,

and assume the multipliers so chosen that the (f)'s are all distinct. The

norm of rjy is-obviously one and the problem is therefore reduced to finding

the real units of the real domain K ( fy ) defined by an irreducible equation of

degree p/r, <p(f ) = 0, (No. 89).

Remarks: (I) There exist no cyclic birational transformations permutable

with a given transformation T of order qm, iq prime), other than the powers

of T itself. This follows from the fact that if e = e2**'/«'", the algebraic

domain K ( e ) contains no other roots of unity than the powers of e.

(II) With T still of order qm, iq prime), and if r > 1, we may apply certain

considerations of No. 90. If the numbers en' are invariant under a subgroup

of order re of the equation in the qm-th primitive roots of unity, the period

matrix is composed with re submatrices of genus p' = p/re. If there exists a

complex multiplication with multipliers of degree > re, the corresponding

irreducible equation must be reducible in the domain Kie). But according

to a well-known theorem on the cyclic units of a cyclic domain of degree qm,

if these multipliers are roots of unity they must be themselves powers of q.

It follows that if the order v of a birational transformation is such that

tp i v) > n, then v = q° Si qm.    In particular, if to = 1, then v = q.

120. As an application, we shall establish, in a different manner, the results

obtained by Scorza on the birational transformations of pure hyperelliptic

surfaces when the multipliers are roots of $n irreducible equation of degree

four. Let u[ = ai Ui, u'2 = a2 u2 be the equations of the birational trans-

formation. The expressions ai + ai and ai ai are integers of a quadratic

domain Ki"\d) where d is a positive integer, not a perfect square, and ai ai

is a unit of this domain.    Hence ai satisfies an equation

a2+ (TO-r-reVd)a + r + if Vd = 0,

where to , re, t, u are integers or halves of integers and fi — du2 =  ± 1.

The number a2 satisfies the equation obtained when Vd is replaced by — Vd.

In order that these two numbers be imaginary, it is necessary that

(TO + reVd)2 <4(7 + ifVd),        (to - reVd)2 <4(i - reVd).

Hence (to2 — dn2)2 < 16, and therefore |norm (to + re Vd)| = \ß\ =1,2,

or 3. The surface possesses the birational transformations whose multipliers

are a",a2,n being an arbitrary integer.    Hence, also | norm (a? + a") | = 1,
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2, or 3.   Now if we set

(m + reVd)2(i-reVd) = £ + wVd,

and observe that £2 — dn2 = ß2, we obtain by an easy computation

norm (al + äl) = ß(ß2 - 6£ + 9) = ß',

norm (aí + a\) = (ß2 - 4? + 4)2 - 4(2£2 - ß2 - 4£ + 4) = 0".

Hence if ß = ± 3 we must also have ß' = ± 3, 18 — 6£ = ± 1, which is

impossible since 2¿ is an integer. Similarly, if/3 = ±2, |8' = ±2 and

13 - 6£ = ± 1, which requires that ß' = ß, £ = 2. But in that case /3" = 0,

which is impossible since d is not a perfect square. It follows Yiecessarily that

ß = ± 1.    We conclude from this that

(5-4£)2-4(2£2-4£ + 3) = ß",
or

£2-3£ + ¿(17-0") = O,
whence

{=i[3±Np^!]

For (3" = 1, we obtain £ = lor 2.    But for £ = 1, 0' = ± 4, and for £ = 2,

i8' = ± 2.   Hence ß" - - 1, £ « 3/2, and therefore d = **
n2 (2W)2

and finally n = ± ^, d = 5.    Ultimately, then, we obtain

(m + reV5)2 = (t + reV5) (^%^)'

i + reV5= (w + reV5)2(3=fcg     V

The quantity 5 = j ( 1 + V5) is the fundamental unit of the domain K ( V5).

Hence

m + reV5 = 8',       r + reVd = S2(,,±1),

and therefore a satisfies one of the two equations

a2 + 5" a + 52('"tl) = 0.

If we observe that for v = 1 the second has for root e = e2"15, we find for f,

if we set p = v — 1, the two values tô", ( € + t_1 )" (- j. or else,

since 5 = e + €_1, the values

«(« + «-*)*,        (« + e-')"(3< + <2"1"1)-

Having taken for ai one of these values we obtain a2 by replacing everywhere
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í by e2 or «3.    The corresponding matrices are isomorphic to

1,    ai,    a\,    a?

1,    a2,    a\,    a\ !

For p = 0 and a of the first type, we have the matrix

1,    e,     É2,    e3

1,    e2,    é,    €

to which they are all isomorphic and it corresponds to the surface of Jacobi-

Humbert investigated by Scorza or the Jacobi surface of the curve

2/2 = x(x5+l).

which possesses a cyclic transformation of order 5.

Remark: We have assumed everywhere that d is not a perfect square.

In the contrary case Z + w Vd = ±1, m + re Vd = p, integer, and ai is a

root of a2 + pa ± 1 = 0. The surface possesses then a birational trans-

formation with multipliers of degree two.

§ 2. Multiple points of abelian varieties of rank > i

121. Let us designate by Wp the Abelian variety of rank m, image of the

cyclic involution (1) or (2). The multiple points of Wp are images of the

coincidence points of the involution on Vp. If the transformation T corre-

sponds to the equations (1) we shall obtain the coincidence points if we obtain

the solutions of the following equations in the unknown integers xß,

Ui + 53 *m w'"m = ui + a¿ (i - 1, 2, •••, p') ;
M=l

up'+i + 53 ^m wp'+j , m = «y up'+i + ap'+y Ü - 1, 2, • • •, p - p' ).
M=l

If p' < p, there is no solution when the ( a ) 's of index ¿âp' are not all zero

and there is an infinity of them when they all are. In this last case the problem

is reduced to the determination of the coincidence points of an involution on a

Vp-p'. Let us assume then that p' = 0, or that the equations of T are of the

form

Ui   =  €¿ Ui + tti ( i = 1, 2,  • • • , p ) .

The coincidence points are all given by the formula

— a,   .   v^ Xu w,„ .  „
Ui =-V+¿- i (t = 1,2, ••-,?).

e¿ — 1       M=l i; — 1

Let (x?, X2, • • •, X2P) be a solution in integers. If we add to the (x°)'s a

solution of the system

S^^-fiy,«* (i-1,2, ••-,?),
M=l€,   —   1 M=l
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the (y )'sbeing also integers, we shall always obtain the same coincidence point.

Now, let

fi w,„ = ¿2o,M uiy (i = 1, 2, ••-, p; ß = 1, 2, ••■, 2p),

be the Riemann p ojectivity belonging to T.   The above system can be

written

ftp 1-.-2PXm Wim =   -  22 Vp w'm +  HI Vp a»M <•>»» (* " 1| 2, •• •, p),
M=l M=l M. »

and therefore

Let us set

Xm = - 27m + 22<*M»y» (m = 1,2,---,2p).
»=i

oMM — 1 = 6„M,       a^v = b„v       if       71 4= y,

and let B^, be the coefficient of 6M, in the expansion of the determinant

B = l&J (»,»-1,2, ---,2p),
whose value is

B = íl(ei-1)(ÍT1-1)>0.
<=i

The (x)'s satisfy the congruences

22-BM»z, - 0, mod. B (»- 1,2, •••,2p)
M=l

which possess fi2p_1 distinct solutions in numbers included between zero and

B .* Thus to each of the B2p sets of values of the (x)'s all included between

zero and B—and it is not necessary to consider any others—will correspond

B2v~x others giving the same coincidence point of the involution, hence the

same multiple point of Wp. Therefore the number of these multiple points

is precisely equal to B.

The value of B is easy to compute. Let F (a) =0 be the characteristic

equation of the complex multiplication belonging to T. We have obviously

B = F(1). For the Kummer surface F (a) = (a + 1)*,B = 16. For the

hyperelliptic surface of rank 3 belonging to the matrix

1,      €,       T,       €T

1,    *2,   t,    er'
e = e2^'3,

F(a) = (l-r-a + a2)2, F( 1 ) = 32 = 9, which is actually the number found

by Bagnera, de Franchis, Enriques, and Severi.

122. When m is arbitrary, the singular points are of different nature accord-

ing as the corresponding points of Vp are coincidence points for all the powers

* Krazer, Lehrbuch der Theta Functionen, p. 57.
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of T or for some of them only. We shall examine in detail the case of m = q,

prime. The case of m arbitrary can be treated in very much the same way.

We may also take the numbers ai all equal to zero and we then have for the

equations of T reí = eni Ui ( i = 1, 2, • • •, p ), where the numbers ± re¿ form

2p/(q — 1) times a complete set of residues modulo q. The neighborhoods

of the multiple points are transitively permuted by a finite group of birational

transformations of Wp which corresponds to a group of ordinary transforma-

tions of Vp (Bagnera and de Franchis). Hence the neighborhood of any one

of them is equivalent to the same number k of infinitesimal hyper-surfaces

and, from the point of view of Analysis Situs, they behave alike. It is there-

fore sufficient to consider the multiple point corresponding to the coincidence

point Ux = u2 = • • • = uv = 0.

The groups of points of the involution in the neighborhood of this co-

incidence point are in one-to-one correspondence with the groups of points of

the involutions determined in an Sp by the homogeneous transformation of

coordinates
fxi = e"'Xj,        b~x'p+x = Xg+i (i = 1,2, ••-,?)

in the neighborhood of the coincidence point 0(0,0, •••,0,1). Designate

by Mp the image of this involution of Sp and by « the number of distinct expo-

nents modulo q among the (re)'s. In the neighborhood of the multiple point

0' of Mp transformed of 0, there will be « distinct branches corresponding to

the « infinitesimal varieties of coincidence of the involution in the neighbor-

hood of 0. Let us apply a quadratic birational transformation to the space

containing Mp transforming it into a variety M'p, this in such a manner that

0' becomes a hyperplane H. The « branches just mentioned become, as far

as their parts in the neighborhood of 0' are concerned, the neighborhoods of «

linear spaces of H, of which we shall designate any one by K". To K"

corresponds on Mp an infinitesimal variety K' very near 0', and on Vp an

infinitesimal variety of coincidence K very near 0. The p — 1 dimensional

elements of Vp passing through K undergo an involution whose representative

equations with suitably chosen homogeneous parameters x, are of the type

ÏÛ = e»*-"»-Xi (i-1,2, •••,.')

fx','+i = xt'+i (I »1,2, •••,.),

where re* is one of the- indices n, perfectly defined when K is known. This

involution is of the same type as previously except that we have now only

« — 1 distinct groups of exponents. In the neighborhood of K" there will

then be ( s — 1 ) distinct branches of M'p. This reasoning may be continued

until we isolate elements in the vicinity of which there is only one branch. We

shall then have k = «! In particular, if the (re)'s form a complete system of

residues, then k = ( q — 1 ) !   The singular points are therefore equivalent to
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Bk = Bs\ infinitesimal algebraic hypersurfaces and therefore p = [p] + Bs\

We recall that when any invariant is written within square brackets, its value

is assumed taken disregarding infinitesimal cycles (See No. 11).

Remark: The preceding discussion, followed by a reasoning analogous to

that in No. 51, may lead to a proof that Wp is birationally transformable into

a non-singular variety contained in a suitable space.

§ 3. Indices of connectivity of varieties of rank > i

123. Let us assume the birational transformation of type (2). The matrix

ß is t' en equivalent to the matrix ß' of No. 118. Designate by 8£ the linear

cycle ol Vp corresponding to the period en* ty„, by ( 8ft, 8ft, •••, 8ft) _the

5-cycle corresponding to the linear cycles in parenthesis, and by (8ft, 8»,',

• • •, 8jf; ) the corresponding cycle on Wp.   On this last variety

(Í8, ••■,«:) ~ (-i)n(8ïi, •••,s*:)

if the sets of integers (y), (v) differ only by their order and if moreover,

when pd = Vd>, then Aj = kd> + v. The integer re indicates the number of

inversions when we pass from one of the systems of superscripts to the other.

The cycles ( 8»}, 8j£, • • •, 8j{; ) form therefore a base for the finite cycles on

Wp. It is not in general possible to give an exact formula for [ R, ], but we

can give a geometrical process to obtain this number. Let first p = y, s = 2.

We mark on a circle the vertices 1,2, • • •, to of a regular m-sided polygon

and denote by ti, r2, • • •, rîu the numbers which are prime to to and < to.

We join the vertices r, to each other and the number of segments of distinct

length thus obtained is equal to [ Rt ]. Similarly [ R, ] is the number of dis-

tinct incongruent convex polygons having for vertices s of the points r». If

p > y, r > 1, we take rn division points and use the points r¿, r,- + to , • • •,

r;+(r — 1)to as the vertices of convex polygons.

124. Case of m = q, odd prime. We can then obtain simple formulas for

the indices. Let first 2p = q — 1. An «-sided convex polygon will be deter-

mined by s integers whose sum is q, say hi, hi, • ■ •, h,. Two convex polygons

that correspond to partitions hi, ht, • • •, A,, and h[, h'2, • • •, h'., of q will be

congruent if Ai — A,- = At — A* (¿, A = 1, 2, • • •, s). But in all there are

C,Z\) arrangements of s integers yielding a sum q. Taking account of the

possibility of permuting cyclically the (A)'s, we obtain [R,] = J(?-i)- This

number is actually an integer for (*) = |('l! ) is an integer and * is prime to

q. In particular [Rt] = p. We can similarly obtain [R,] whatever r, but

we will merely indicate here the formula, easy to obtain, [Rt] = \r2(q — 1 ).

125. Formula for Rt. If we assume that the infinitesimal algebraic cycles in

the vicinity of the multiple points are all independent, we have R2 = [ R2 ] + Bk .

To prove that this is actually the case, it is sufficient to show that the infini-
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tesimal hypersurfaces in the neighborhood of these points are algebraically

distinct. We shall merely give some rapid indications on This question:—

A , B being any two of them we take suitable multiples C, D of the hyperplane

sections passing the one through A and the other through B, then two hyper-

surfaces, Cx, Dx, of the same systems infinitely near C, D respectively, but

passing through neither A nor B. We have [ Ci Z)"-*'] = [ C\ DC-*'], ¿ > 0,

hence at once [ Ai Bp~i ] = 0. By considering then two hypersurfaces through

A, it may be shown that [Ap] 9* 0. Finally [A* H*-*] = 0, p > i > 0,

for every H of Wp not passing through the multiple points. By a reasoning

of Severi's follows readily that the infinitesimal hypersurfaces of Wp are

algebraically distinct. Moreover, if Hi, H2, • ■ •, Hw form a base for the

hypersurfaces of Wp when we neglect the multiple points, there is no relation

between the (H)'s and the infinitesimal hypersurfaces. These facts have

been established by other methods for the case p = 2 by Severi, Bagnera, and

de Franchis.

126. Let us pass now to the determination of the invariants [a,], a,, a.

Let A be a non-zero «-cycle of Vp such that no sum of less than m of the cycles

Tk A be ~ 0 but ^o-1 Tk A ~ 0. If Ax is a cycle which is not homologous

to the cycles Tk Ax (0 < k < m), we can take A = TAX- Ax. Let 5 be

the cycle corresponding to A on Wp. If ko bounds on Wv, A + TA + • • •

+ T/*-1 A must bound on Vp. Hence according to the assumption made, we

must have k = m. Moreover, we have actually mô ~ 0 and therefore 8 is a

zero divisor for the s-cycles of Wp. Are we really dealing with actual zero

divisors? This is certainly the case if Wv is without multiple points, that is,

if there are no coincidence points on Vv. Then, if m — q, prime, a, is of the

form m" and in particular a = ai = qr; r = 2p'/(q — 1 ), p — p' being the

genus of the submatrix maintained invariant by T.

Let us return now to the case where there is a finite number of coincidence

points. I say that then o"i = o"2p-2 = a = 1. For, if A is a finite hyper-

surface of Vp, algebraically distinct from its transformed by the powers of T,

B a variable hypersurface of the same continuous system as A, while A', B'

are the corresponding hypersurfaces of Wp, then A' — B' is to be considered

as a divisor of zero and we obtain all those divisors in this manner since they

are all algebraic. Now, let B approach a coincidence point. B' will approach

a singular point, and at the limit A' — B' will have become a zero divisor

if we consider the singular points as ordinary points, but certainly not if we bring

into play the infinitesimal hypersurfaces in the neighborhood of the singular

point, for then A' — B' will be equal to a sum of such hypersurfaces. Hence

on the variety with ordinary singularities birationally equivalent to Wp,

A' — B' will not be a zero divisor and we shall have a = 1. This is in agree-

ment with the results of Severi, Bagnera, and de Franchis.
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§ 4. Integrals of the first kinds.    Invariants p, [p], p,

127. When Wp is the image of an involution generated by a transformation

(1), it possesses p' simple integrals of the first kind, hence if p' = 0, Wp is

regular.

Let us assume then Wp regular. When we express the coordinates in terms

of the (re)'s, a A-uple integral of the first kind must assume the form

22 AjlH...Jt ff ■ • ■ fdujx duj% ■ ■ ■ dujk,

and remain invariant when we apply T. We may assume T in the form (2)

since the (a)'s have nothing to do with the question. We must then have

rey, + rey, + • • • + njt m 0, mod. to, unless -dy,ys...yt = 0. Thus, every in-

tegral of the first kind is a linear combination of the integrals invariant under

T.   The converse proposition is obvious.

I say now that if T is of the form (2), does not maintain invariant any

reducible system of integrals of the first kind, and maintains invariant a k-uple

integral of the first kind ( A > 1 ), then Wp does not contain any congruence

of spaces*

By congruence we mean a system of algebraic manifolds such that one and

only one passes through a given point of Wp. For there will be an invariant

integral such as f f ■ ■ • fdui du2 ■ ■ ■ duk. The variety Wp contains a ruled

A-dimensional variety M'k, locus of straight lines of which one goes through

every point of the variety. Such a variety possesses no A-uple integrals of

the first kind—this can be proved as done by Picard for A = 2. Hence on

M'k the above integral reduces to a constant. It follows that on M'k, and

therefore on the corresponding variety Mk of Vp, several of the differentials

dre, for example dui, dw2, • • • , du¡, vanish, and hence at once that Ui, u¡,

• • •, ui form a system of reducible integrals invariant by T'.+ This contra-

diction proves our theorem.

128. When ß is of the type of No. 118 with r > 1 and T does not transform

into itself any system of reducible integrals, there will certainly be invariant

integrals. For the (re)'s are certainly not composed with r times the same set

of p exponents. There will then certainly be two whose sum is to and therefore

at least one double integral will be invariant. In particular, if ß is pure and

r == 2, Wp does not possess any congruence of spaces.

129. Let us show that what we have just stated still holds if r = 1 and m

is a prime number, q > 7. For since the characteristic equation corresponding

to T is irreducible there will then be no system of reducible integrals invariant

by T. Everything reduces therefore to establishing that among the (re)'s

we can always find a set rii, re2, • • •, re* whose sum is divisible by q.   The

* For p = 2 this has been proved by Enriques and Severi.

f Castelnuovo, Rendiconti dei Lincei  (1905).
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condition k > 2 must be added as follows from the fact that none of the (re)'s

may be conjugate to each other.

If p < Uj < 2p + 1 = q, we can replace re, by — q + rey. Hence, modulo

q, nx, «2, • • •, rep are nothing more nor less than the numbers 1,2, • • •, p

affected with an arbitrary combination of signs and.we have to prove the fol-

lowing: Whatever these signs, we can always form, with some of the numbers

of the set, a sum divisible by q.

Now, we may at once verify the following: If the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

are not all affected with the same sign, we may form with them a zero sum

except when 1 or 2 are taken with one sign and the four others with the opposite

sign. In these two cases, it is easy to verify that we may form a sum equal

to ± 11. Hence the theorem is true for q = 11. Assume q > 11. We can

change all the signs, hence we may assume 3 taken positively. Let then a

be the first integer > 5 taken negatively. If a = 6, we have the following

three possibilities as to the signs of the first six integers and for which there

may be doubt:

1,2,3,4,5,-^6;        -1,2,3,4,5,-6;       1,-2,3,4,5,-6.

In the first two cases 2 + 4 - 6 = 0 and in the third -2 + 3 + 5-6 = 0.

If a > 6 and a is even, in the only doubtful case where 3, 4, 5 are all taken

with the same sign +, the combination \a — 1, |a + 1, — a gives a zero

sum, while if a is odd, the combination i(a + l),|(a — 1), —a yields

the same result.    The theorem is therefore proved.

130. Numbers p, [p], po. Let us take again for matrix fl the matrix of

No. 118. In the notations used above [p] is the number of algebraic cycles

of Vp of type

L«».f,.£(«..i+').
M. v, S 1=1

The period of f fdu¡ duk with respect to this cycle is

53 ax, »,. 53 (ry. rt, eM«-i>+M.-H-i) _ Tjv TkK ̂«-i»»»«-» )
t

and it is zero as we might expect when rey + ret + 0, mod. m, whereas for

rey = — ret, mod. m, it has the form

537a»(«"', e~n*)Tj)iTky        (yxy(x,y) = - yvX(y,x)),

where yky is a polynomial with integral coefficients. Hence [ p ] = ( 1 + k0 )

where k0 is the number defined in No. 107. As to the other invariants, we

have
Po = [fi2]-[p],       p = [p) + B-k.

In   particular,   if   m = q,   prime,   and   if   r   is   general,   then   [p] = 1,
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Po = \r2 (q — 1 ) — 1 • If r = 1, we never have ray + re* = 0, mod. to, all

the periods of the nature in question are zero, hence [p] = [Rt], po = 0.

Thus the variety of rank to corresponding to the matrix

||l,rf», ■ • • , •»-O* || (¿ = 1,2, ---.p)

has neither double integrals of the first kind nor double integrals of the second

kind.

Chapter IV.   A class of algebraic curves with cyclic group and their

Jacobi varieties

§ 1. Integrals of the first kind of the curve y* = JJ¿(x — a,-)"4 iq odd prime)

131. The object of this chapter is the investigation of the curves

r+2

(1) y" = II (x - a,-)"4 (5 odd prime)
«=i

characterized by the possession of a cyclic group of genus zero. Their import-

ance consists in that their Jacobi varieties are the most interesting example

of the varieties discussed in Chapter II. Furthermore they belong to a class

much studied by various authors especially in regard to the presence of re-

ducible systems of integrals of the first kind. We believe that the results

here given constitute the most far-reaching investigation along that line.

The restriction of q to odd primes is of course narrowing, yet it is amply

compensated by the greater elegance of the results obtained. Very likely

much of the discussion that follows holds for any q, and perhaps even when

the group is of genus other than zero.

132. Let p be the genus of (1) which we shall call Cp in the sequence, and

T the cyclic transformation,
2jrl

x = x',       y = ey';       e = e " .

T leaves no rational point function on Cp invariant other than those rational

in x alone. Ä(x) being such a function, any other can be expressed as a

rational function of R ( x ), if and only if x itself can be, which requires that

Ä(x) = (ox + 6)/(cx + d). Hence x is characterized by being invariant

under T, and, up to a projective transformation, by the fact that any other

point function on Cp invariant under T is rational in x. Thus x is determined

by properties invariant under any birational transformation. The anhar-

monic ratios of the values of x at the critical points, or coincidence points of T,

are therefore invariant relatively to birational transformations, and as they

completely determine Cp those which are functionally independent among them

can be taken as the independent moduli of the curve.

The point ^4,(o¡, 0) is critical for the function y (x) if a< is not divisible

by q.    If r' + 2 is the number of critical points, Cp depends upon r' — 1 moduli.
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Let C'p be a curve

yq = II (*-«'.)*'«i
birationally equivalent to Cp and this in such a manner that T becomes a

transformation of similar form say

x = x',        y = ek y'

torC'p.   Let
x' = Äi(x, y),       y' = R2(x, y)

be the transformation changirig Cp into C'p. Since Rx and R\ are invariant

under T, Ri must be rational in x, and as x must be rational in Rx we have

Äi(x) = (ax + b)/(cx + d).    The conditions relatively to

Ri(x,y) =Ri(x,U(x-aiy)
t

require that Ri be of the form yn-R(x), where n is an integer prime to q.

Hence the transformation from Cp to C'p must be of the form

(2) ■'-5Í3-     »-'-»••«•)•
Conversely if Cp can be changed into C£ by a transformation of the form (2),

(2) is birational.    For let X, p be two integers such that reX + qp = 1.    Then

y = ynK+9" = y'*-Si(x) =y'x-S2(x'),

where Si, S2 are rational functions. This is sufficient to show that x, y are

rational in x', y'.
It is readily seen that a suitable transformation (2) will reduce Cp to

y" = R(x-ai)<,
<

where the (a')'s are subjected to the sole condition of being congruent modulo

q to the numbers r :,-, re being an arbitrary integer. In particular the (a')'s

may thus be replaced by their least residues modulo q, and then the (a)'s

remaining will all be critical points. We shall assume that this has already

been done, the number of critical points being r + 2, so that Cv depends upon

r — 1 moduli.
If we examine the behavior of y at infinity we find that there is a critical

point there corresponding to an exponent — 23a,-. Hence the sum of the

exponents corresponding to all critical points is divisible by q.

133. Let us assume then that ar+2 = <x> so that the equation is in the form

r+l

(3) y" = II (x - ai)".
i=i
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As the sum of the (a)'s for all critical points is divisible by q, we may

assume that the r + 1 exponents here indicated are prime to q as well as

their sum and are their own least positive residues modulo q. Each critical

point counts for q — 1 branch points of the Riemann surface representing

the function y ( x ) and there are no others. As the surface is g-sheeted, we

have (r + 2) (g - 1) =2(p + g- 1), therefore p = \r iq - 1 ).

Any integral of the first kind is of the form

«-i   /»

n=0 J

K^ldx,

where the (Ä)'s are rational functions.    If we apply Tk it becomes

»       J     y

Summing with respect to A it is found that

'R»{x)-dx.

I "^Idx
yn

is of the first kind.    Hence at once R0 = 0.    Moreover by considering what

happens at the critical points we find readily that this last integral is of the form

.ntx-oo9-
"/^~7-0(x)d:r

where <p is a polynomial.    Any other integral is then linearly dependent

upon those such as u—a result due to Königsberger.

134. In order that u be of the first kind the following inequalities must be

satisfied :

(4)

ßi-—*->-l (¿ = l,2,--,r + l)
q

E — Zft-r'>o,

r' — 1 being the degree of (p. To take the iß)'s as small as possible is tanta-

mount to changing the degree of <p. Denoting as usual by [to] the least

integer contained in the positive number m, let us take then ßi = [rea¿/g]

so that all but the last of (4) will be satisfied.    The second may be written

'<([£*]-»ME»-[£=])■
The second parenthesis is positive and < 1,
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.   [L«]-ï[«]*^>o.

Conversely if this inequality is satisfied re is of the first kind whatever the

polynomial d> of degree r' — 1. For it is only necessary to verify the last of

(4).    Now since neither re nor 2^a, are divisible by q,-

Z^f-Zßi - r' > [53^] - X[f] -r' = 0'
as was to be proved.

Thus for every re there are r' integrals of the first kind, where

'-|>f]-z[»]-
134. When Cp is transformed by T its Jacobi variety undergoes the trans-

formation re'. = eB> • My ( j = 1,2, • •• ,p), where wi, re2, • • •, rep are p inde-

pendent integrals of the first kind such as re, with rey corresponding to re. The

corresponding value ry of r' denotes the number of times that the multiplier

«"' is repeated. But if rj corresponds to e_"> = «»""' and if the (re)'s are all

included between one and q, then

ry + r; = [Ey] + [S(?~gny)ai]-S[!y]

_ y> |"(g - wy)a,-

Hence the complex multiplication corresponding to T is of the type which we

have studied. The multipliers are the roots of an irreducible equation of

degree q — 1 whose rth power is the characteristic equation. These multi-

pliers, it is scarcely necessary to point out, are all imaginary, each being a

rational function of its conjugate—in fact its inverse. This of course does not

allow us to apply without a preliminary discussion the formulas of Chapter II,

since the Riemann matrices are by no means the most general of their type.

It is nevertheless remarkable that if the critical points are arbitrary the

formulas for the indices of the Jacobi variety are the same as for the most

general Abelian variety of similar type.

The integer r ^qual to the number of critical points decreased by two, will

play the same part as in Chapter II, and we observe at once that if r = 1,

one of the two numbers r,, r'¡ is always zero.

135. Let now u be any period of re.    We have

a) = 53 «""" ( ! - e"""*1 ) *   I        du ( »mo = 0 ).

-
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Also

e»»M(l -£-M+i) = (l -«")•*,.(«"),

where ou is a polynomial with integral coefficients.   Hence

CO

On the other hand

du
ra" rap+\ raP+i

t„ = - (1 - e")- I     dre - e"(l -€-")• I        dw=(l-eB)-
»/JO «/j"o t/a/i

is a period, and so is enh rM as well.    The (7)'s in the sequence designating

polynomials with integral coefficients, we have

co-7r(€)Tr = (i -(»)Eím(«*)- r"idu

(g'p = 9p,       y <r - 1;       gi-i = gr-i + gr).

This reasoning may be continued until we have finally

«*- Éym^K = 7o(e")(l - in)  f"
»a,

du.

The left-hand side is a period, hence the other side must be one also.    But the

corresponding circuit in the x plane can only surround the critical point Oi,

hence it is a zero cycle of Cp and 70 = 0.    Another way of seeing it is to

remark that the second side of the equation like the first must be independent

of xo and as it is zero for xo = ox, it must vanish identically.    We have then

u = 22m=i 7m ( *" ) tm •    If m place of re we had ray, en would have to be replaced

by €nj, whence follows that the period matrix is equivalent to one composed

with the arrays,

T = ||Ty„||;        ||l,*.f«H, ...,e<«-2>^||
(j = 1,2, ■■■,p; m-1,2, ---.r),

where
Jr»°M+i

du.

Remark: It is clear that instead of taking for limits of integration two

(o)'s of consecutive indices we could take any two (a)'s provided that the

quantities t;m are not related by a linear equation

£7M(*n')ry„ = 0 (¿-1,2, .-..p).
M

136. Weierstrass points. We recall that a point A of an algebraic curve of

genus p is said to be a Weierstrass point if the excluded orders of infinity for

rational point functions of which it is the sole pole do not  form the series
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1,2, • • •, p. According to Weierstrass the number of such points is finite

and > 0 if p > 0 (lacunary theorem). Let t be a variable such that a certain

region around the origin in the t plane be in point-to-point correspondence

with the vicinity of A on the curve. We may choose p integrals of the first

kind «i, re2, • • •, mp , such that near A

Ui = t'"$i(t),

where «i < «2 < ••• < «p, and the (^ß)'s are holomorphic functions near

t = 0 and do not vanish there. Of course the choice of the (m)'s is not unique

but the («)'s are perfectly determined and in fact they are the excluded orders

for A, which is then a Weierstrass point if and only if

»-Ei*-£Í2±l)>o.

The integer m is called the order of the point. It is at once obvious that this

order is invariant under birational transformations and hence that a birational

transformation of the curve into itself simply permutes these points. Hurwitz

has shown* that if the curve is not hyperelliptic m < \p ( p — 1 ), whereas

for every Weierstrass point of hyperelliptic curves m = \p ( p — 1 ).

137. Let us now return to the curves which we are investigating and choose

for the ry integrals belonging to rey the following:

rix-ai)yrlUti.\ix-ah)'idx
I-z- ITi "" 1» 2, •••,ri),

J y

and for the variable t relatively to ( a,, 0 ),

t = (x - at)9.

To show that it is suitable observe that in the neighborhood of the point

(ai, 0), y is holomorphic in t, and in fact

y = r%*(t9),

where ty(z) is holomorphic in z near the origin and does not vanish there.

Hence if e, e' are integers such that ea¿ + e' q = 1 (we shall frequently write

e = l/a¡, mod. q, when e satisfies such a relation), we have

t = w«(x-a,)«'<ß(x-a,).

It is then verified at once that the integral written above has a development

near t = 0, of the form

t^^-^^id9),

♦Mathematische   Annalen,  vol. 41, (1893).
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where, "ißi behaves like ^3. That this function contains only terms in tq is

seen at once by observing that the effect of T on both t and the integral is

merely to multiply them by powers of e.

The exponents (ß\ + 7y)g — rey a, form the set of integers Si, s¡, ■ • ■, sp

for Cp and the point Ai.

We may apply to Cp a birational transformation such that a, be replaced

by unity and rey by n'j = rey a,, mod. q, 0 < n'j < q. Then ßj will be replaced

by [n'j/q] = 0, and the set of the («)'s becomes the set

7y? - n'j (Ti = 1,2, •••,r,;¿ = 1,2, ---,3- 1).

They certainly do not form the set 1, 2, • • •, p if r > 1 and the numbers ry

are not all equal. Hence the critical points are all Weierstrass points when

r > 1, unless the numbers r¡ are all equal.

Assume now r = 1. Then 7y = 0, or 1, and we have to deal with the set

q — n'j i j = 1, 2, • • •, p ) which is up to a factor mod. q the set of the ( re )'s.

Hence if the set of (re)'s is not congruent mod. g to the set 1, 2, • • •, p, the

three critical points are Weierstrass points.

138. We shall now apply similar considerations to the proof of a very useful

theorem :—// two curves, Cp, C'„,

y9 = Iiix-ai)^,       t/« = II(z-ai)aS
■ i

are birationally equivalent through a transformation S, this transformation will

be of type (2) if and only if it transforms some critical point into another.

The condition is obviously necessary. Let us show that it is sufficient.

Assume then that S transforms AíÍOí, 0) into A\ (o¿, 0), these two points

being both at finite distance, which is not a restriction. Let «i, zf2, • • •, up

be the integrals of No. 137 corresponding to Ai and consider in particular

Up = f**<ß (/,«).

It is determined up to a constant factor, for the development of Ci ui + c2 Ut

+ • • • + cpup begins with a term in <*' if c, is the first coefficient c not zero.

Hence it begins with a term in t'r only if all the (c.)'s except cp are zero.

Let now (x, y), (x', y') be two corresponding points of Cp, C'p through

S and set x' — a[ = <". The two variables t, t' are obviously holomorphic

functions of each other near the origin.   Hence

I" = t-<$it).

i 'p here as in the sequence designates a function of the type already described.)

In making this substitution in up it becomes

u'p = t"'ia + bt" •••).
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 30.
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This shows that the integral corresponding to «p for Ai on Cp corresponds to

it also for A\ on C'p, as might indeed be expected.    Now

up = r<!L^w«>&,   Up = rw-oywy
J yn J y'

where R, R' are rational functions which neither vanish nor become infinite

at a,, a\ respectively, and moreover

S — rea,- _ ô' — re' a¿ _ «p _ 1

q I q        '

Near x = a,, x' = a'(, we have then a relation

(x -ai)'î-i^(x- a{)dx = (x' - a'^'1 <ß'(x' - a'^dx'.

When x approaches a¿, x' must approach a\; hence if we integrate, the con-

stants of integration must be made equal to zero. Integrating, then raising

to the power q/sp, we obtain

ix - OiWxix - at) = (x' -a\)%(x' -a[).

This shows that x' is holomorphic in x in the vicinity of x = a,. But there is

a relation

x' = R(x,y) =q'¿Rs(x)y',
1=0

where the (R)'s are rational functions. If the (R)'s other tjhan Ro were

j¿ 0, x' would have an algebraic critical point at a\, hence x' = Ro(x).

Similarly x is rational in x', and therefore x' = ( ax + b )/( ex + d ).    But also

M'  = Ä'(X,2/)   =£fi:(x)M\
«=0

Now w" is rational in x' and therefore in x, which requires that of the (ß')'s

only one, and that one of index > 0, does not vanish. The theorem is therefore

proved.

Remarks: I. If the equation of S for y is

y' = yK-R(x),

it is seen that its effect upon the integral re, corresponding to re; is to transform

it into an integral corresponding to Xrey, that is, all the (n)'s are multiplied

by X, mod. q.    But «p =• — rep a, = — n'p a', mod. q,

.'.    — = —) = X, mod. q.
np     a¡

II. The equations of the transformation T' of C'p corresponding to T on Cp
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are x = x', y = eKyf, that is, by virtue of S the cyclic transformations

apparent for each curve are transformed into powers of each other. If we

recall then the invariant meaning given to x in No. 132 relatively to birational

transformations we see at once that S transforms the set of i A )'s into the set

of iA')'s. Hence if a birational transformation changes a single point Ai into

an A't it does so for all of them.

139. A particularly interesting case is that where Cp and C'p coincide.

According to the remark just made, a birational transformation of Cp into

itself either permutes the set of i A)'s with a similar set having not a single point

in common with the first and corresponding to a cyclic transformation of order q

not a power of T, or else it maintains the set in question completely invariant.

Assume then S to be of the second type and let v be its order. Its equations

for a suitable choice of x will assume the form

2*«_<

x' = 77X,       ?/ = y*- R(x-);       (v = e " ;      V = 1, mod. g).

Incidentally if X > 1, v is not prime to g — 1. If o¿ is a critical point, t;* o<

is one also, and the corresponding exponent a can be taken to be X* a,-. Also

if one of the points x = 0, x = », is critical, it will be maintained invariant

by S, hence then (Remark I, No. 138), X = 1. There are two distinct

possibilities:

(a) X j¿ 1, mod. q.    Cp can be reduced to

y^ = <pix)-[4>iv-lx)f ■■■[<!>iv^xn"-1

where <p is a polynomial with <p ( 0 ) 7^ 0. The critical points of this curve

are not completely arbitrary. As our investigation will be limited to curves

with critical points as arbitrary as possible for each type the only curve of this

nature that we shall have to consider is the curve with three critical points,

and v = 3, reducible to:

y" = ix - 1) ix - r,)Ax - v2)",       (X3 = l,mod. g; v = «"*"),

and which presents itself only when g — 1 is a multiple of <Aree. It may be

found directly that the equations of S are
1+A+À«

X'   =   71X, ?/   =   71       «        T/.

(6) X = 1, mod. g.    Cp can then be reduced to

77« = x»n (*"-«;)"•

The only curve of this type with arbitrary critical points is reducible to one

of the two hyperelliptic curves

V9 = -i-r„ '        Vq = x2 — a2.
y    x2 - 62      *
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For both curves, S is the ordinary binary transformation characteristic of

hyperelliptic curves.   This transformation is permutable with T.

Remark: It is easy to show that if S maintains every A invariant then it

is a Tk.   For its equations must be

x' = x,        y' = y-Rix).

By direct substitution in the equation of Cp we find at once R9 = 1, hence

R = t* which proves our assertion.

140. We can now show that if a transformation T' of order g has also one

of the i A)'s for coincidence point then T' = Tk. In other words a single

coincidence point determines the rest of them and the corresponding cyclic group

of order q as well.    For if we choose x properly the equations of T' will be

x' = ex,       y' = yx-Rix).

Since T' is of order g we must have X4 = 1, mod. g, and therefore according

to Fermat's theorem, X = 1, mod. q, and we may take in fact X = 1. Cp

will then be reducible to the form

y« - a- u (*• - at)",i

with a not divisible by g, if we assume as we may that the common coincidence

point of T and T' is at the origin. By direct substitution it is found that we

must have Ä(x) = ena/q with the condition that na = 0, mod. q, if T" = 1.

Hence we may take n = 0, and the equations of T' are finally x' = x,

y' = i*.y which shows that T' = T~k as was to be proved.

As a corollary if S permutes the i A)'s among themselves, STS~X being a

transformation such as above is a Tk, hence ST = Tk-S. From this follows

readily S3-T= T^-S*. This shows that the group generated by th¿

products of the powers of S and T is of order qv, where v is the order of S.

To obtain the exact relations existing between the transformations observe

that S"-T = T = Pr-S*, hence k' ml, mod. q. Moreover A =fe 1, mod. g,

else S would be permutable with T and this can only be when Cp is hyper-

elliptic and S is its ordinary binary transformation. This results from the

fact proved in Chapter III, that the only cyclic transformations of the Jacobi

variety of Cp permutable with T is the ordinary transformation, u\ — — re,-

(¿ = 1,2, • • •, p ), to which corresponds only the ordinary binary transforma-

tion present in hyperelliptic curves, and none at all if the curve is not hyper-

elliptic. This case being set aside for the present, we must take for v a root of

the congruence other than one.

This being assumed, we find first

(S> J1')" = P-Sn';       I = ¿A'Vï-—-! ■
(A> - 1)
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it follows at once that in all cases S} T* is either of order v or of order q. It

is certainly of order v when: (a) there are no relations Sa = Tß, a < v;

(b) j 9* 0; (c) A; is a primitive root of its congruence.

141. Torelli has proved a proposition of which we shall make some very

interesting applications:* Two algebraic curves of same genus with identical

period matrices as to sets of normal integrals of the first kind are birationally

equivalent.

It follows at once that if the period matrices of two sets of integrals of the

first kind are equivalent the curves are still birationally equivalent. However

of more interest to us is this immediate corollary: If a given algebraic

curve possesses two distinct sets of integrals of the first kind with identical

period matrices it possesses a birational transformation into itself by which

*Rendiconti dei Lincei (1913). [Added in 1922: Rosati has shown in the

Palermo Rendiconti, vol. 44 (1920), that Torelli's theorem requires that the periods

correspond to retrosections.—As a matter of fact, in the cases of interest in the sequence

this condition is actually fulfilled, and moreover Torelli's theorem is not essential as I proceed

to show.

Let yi, yi = Tyi, y¡ = T2-y¡, • • •, be the determinations of y. To each pair of loops

aai, aap+i, of the x plane, corresponds in a well-known manner a cycle Sj of Cp, running

entirely (save perhaps in the vicinity of Oi and ap+l ) in the sheets yz, yt+\ ( yq+i = yx ), of the

Riemann surface of y ( i ), and ik = T-ik_x. The 2p cycles iM (m = 1, 2, • • •, r;

k = 1,2, ■ ■ • , q — 1) constitute precisely a fundamental system corresponding to the

period matrix of No. 135.—Any birational transformation of the Jacobi variety, to occur later,

shall have the property that it induces permutations of the (u) 's and of the cycles ¡x, ¡2, • • •,

for each p, of common order ?£ 0, leaving the period matrix invariant. Up to an ordinary trans-:

formation, this completely characterizes U, and I say that correspondingly there is a birational

transformation of Cp into itself, which is not a power of T.

Let C_ = U ■ Cp. To the coincidence points A, ( a,-, 0 ), of T on Cv, correspond those Ai

of T' = UTU~l on C , the indices being so chosen that if a,- is the same for Ai as a,: for Ai,

the ratios a,/«,- are all congruent mod. q. This being done, we readily define a birational

transformation S of Cp into dp such that Af = S-Ai, and that the cycles SB$, Sííj, • • •, are

cyclically permuted by T'. Observe that any birational transformation of order q of CÍ ,

with the ( A' )'s for coincidence points, is necessarily a T'h (No. 140). Now the ( u ) 's may

be defined, up to a constant factor, by the nature of their expansions at a critical point, whence

follows readily that their transformed by U on Cp play the same part for 7" as the ( u )'s

for T (i.e., 7" merely multiplies them by constants). On considering the periods with respect

to the cycles U ■ Sfc, and recalling the assumptions as to U, tre see ¿hat they cannot be the same as

the cycles S ■ Sfc or T'^S ■ iM, of same indices, for the first are not cyclically permuted by 2",

while the last are. Hence U 9a ST'", and S~lU is a birational transformation of C' into itself

not a T'k, and as there is a similar one for C„, our assertion is proved.

We may also verify that the Rosati condition is fulfilled. For each of the sets of 2p cycles

[/■iM, S-iJU ( fc < q ), of Cl, has this property: If the Riemann surface of (fp is cut open

along them, it is reduced to a two-cell, and these cells are reducible to each other by a homeo-

morphism, wherein the cuts USfc, SS£ correspond to one another. Moreover there are in-

tegrals of the first kind with identical period matrices with respect to these cycles. From
this follows readily enough the existence of two distinct sets of retrosections, with identical

canonical period matrices, hence Rosati's condition is verified, and as previously Cp possesses

a birational transformation into itself.
Observe that from the discussion of No. 141 it will appear that unless the curve is hyper-

elliptic, the order of the birational transformation of the curve is the same as that of 17.]
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the integrals of one system are transformed into those of the other. If then

rei, Ut, ■ ■ • , Up and u\, m2, • • • , u'P are the two sets of integrals, M ( x, y )

any point of the curve, M' ( x', y' ) its transformed through S, we have

y-'jix', y') = Ujix, y) + 8j (j = 1,2, ••-,?),

where the ( 8 )'s are constants. Since the two sets of integrals are distinct the

algebraic correspondence defined by these relations is singular and therefore

In particular if the period matrix is changed identically into itself by a

certain equivalence the curve possesses a corresponding birational transforma-

tion.

We have already remarked that the transformation of the Jacobi variety

defined by

Ujix', y') = - My(x, y) + 8j (j - 1,2, ••-,?)

determines a birational transformation of the curve only when the latter is

hyperelliptic. If My ( x', y' ) = My ( x, y ) + 8y were to determine a birational

transformation of the curve, M and M' would be distinct points of a linear

series of order and dimension one and therefore p = 0. Hence, except for

the ordinary transformation possessed by hyperelliptic curves, to each bi-

rational transformation U of a curve of genus p > 0 corresponds a non

ordinary transformation of its Jacobi variety.—Under the following form this

result will be found very useful : If to U of Cp, non hyperelliptic, corresponds

an ordinary transformation of the Jacobi variety, U reduces to the identity.

142. Returning to the Cp which we are investigating we shall show below

that when r > 1, and the (a)'s are arbitrary, then 1 + A = g — 1, where A

is the index of multiplication of the Jacobi variety. Exception must be made

of the case where r = 2 and the integers ry are all equal to unity. Save in

that special case which shall be fully examined in its place, the complex

multiplications of the variety are then all linearly dependent upon those

determined by the powers of T, and therefore (No. 119) the only non ordinary

cyclic transformations of the variety are the powers of T. We shall see that

if Cp is hyperelliptic we are in the exceptional case. Thus, save in the excep-

tional case, if r > 1 the total group of Cp is the obvious cyclic group of order

g, for otherwise there would have to exist non ordinary cyclic transformations

of the Jacobi variety other than the powers of T.

It follows that when the points A i (a,-, 0) are arbitrary and r > 1 there

is no analogous set distinct from them on Cp, hence any transformation of the

curve into itself must maintain them invariant and therefore it is of type (2).

143. Let us show that when r > 1 it is not possible that of the two numbers

ry, r,_y, one be always zero.    For with a suitable choice of integrals of the
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first kind the period matrix would take the form

I«,    0,   0,    •••,    0
0,    co,    •      .-.,     •

i.'

I 0,.,    w

»-HI,*», •..,«<*-**< ||       (¿ = 1,2, ••i^J),

and depends upon no arbitrary constants whereas as we know it should depend

upon r — 1 > 0 of them.

144. Hyperelliptic curves. The curve Cp being assumed hyperelliptic let

S be its ordinary binary transformation. It transforms the point (x, y)

of Cp into a point ( x', y' ) such that

/0Í-ÜÍÍ
J (x — a,)      « dx

changes in sign when x is replaced by x'. Dividing two such differential

expressions, then raising to the qth power we obtain a relation

II (x - a,)8' =   JJ (x' - a,-)*4 (Si integer)

It shows that when x approaches one of the (a)'s, x' approaches another.

Hence *S is of type (2) and by a proper choice of x we shall have merely

x' = — x.    The equations of the curve will then be

y9 = x*Y[(7?-b2r
i

As we must have y' = yn-R(x), we find by direct substitution re = 1,

R = ( — 1 )", and S will have for equations

x' = -x,       y' = (- iy-y.

The only hyperelliptic curves with unrestricted critical points are reducible to

one of the following two:

y9 = x2 - a2,

-     x2-a2

y X2-  b2

In the first case where r = 1, we have ai = a2 = 1 and the integers ry and

re, are determined by [ 2n¡/q ] - r;- £ 0 which shows that rey must be > q/2

in order that r, = 1. Hence n; takes the values p + 1, p + 2, • • • ,2p and

the period matrix is at once seen to be equivalent to

||l,e>,€*, •••,«<«-«'• || 0 = 1,2, ...,p).

For r = 2 the curve may be reduced to such a form that ai = a2 = 1,
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a3 = g — 1.    Hence

[%(f+l)].^(,-l)J.f<.Nf^0|

Hence ray can take all the values 1,2, • • • , p and to eaoh corresponds exactly

07ie integral, the period matrix being composed with:

l|Tyi,Ty2||, || 1, €>",..., €<«-»' ||        (¿ = 1, 2, • - •, p).

§ 2. Curves with three critical points

145. Our next object is the study of the Cp whose r = 1, and which is

reducible to
y" = (x -ai)a'(x -o2)os.

Since 2p = g — 1, we may assume g > 3, for, if g = 3, we have to deal with

elliptic curves which offer no great interest.

Let g be a primitive root of g and set rey =; g'1, mod. g.    The period matrix

is equivalent to:

|| é<i)é<i+\ ...,é<*2^\\ (j = í,2,-..,p).

In conformity with Chapter II, § 3, we must first ask ourselves if there

exists a subgroup of order v = p/p' of the cyclic group of the equation

(x4 —l)/(x —1)=0, maintaining invariant the multipliers &''. This

problem is equivalent to that of determining if there exists a factor p' of p

stich that if we add 2p' to one of the (c)'s we get another, mod. (g — 1).

Assume that such is the case.   The period matrix may be put in the form

! | ¿H, eo<i+2",..., e„'i+*r-»p> f 4n^ , é<^+2* ... i j       (j - l, 2, -..,,).

Let us range the integrals of the first kind in such an order that My+*p>

(A ^ v — 1) corresponds to e¡ + 2Ap'. We recognize then that under the

assumptions made if we permute cyclically the columns of order kv + 1,

kv -\-2, ■ • •, ik + l)v (A = 0,1, • • •, 2p' — 1 ), in the period matrix in

the form just written, and permute at the same time cyclically the rows

j > j + P' > " " ' > J + ( " ~ 1 ) P' (i = 1 » 2, • • ■ ,p'), the matrix is unchanged.

Hence (No. 141), Cp possesses a birational transformation S of order v. The

genus of the involution defined by a given point and its ( v — 1 ) transformed

through the powers of S is easy to obtain. For if tj = e2"ilr, S multiplies by tj*

the p' integrals
My + nk uj+p> + • • • + viv~~l) k My+(^-i)j>'     (i = ! > 2> ■ ■ ■ > p") ■

Hence the multipliers of the multiplication defined by S on the Jacobi variety

are composed of the powers of tj , unity included, taken each p' times. There

are then exactly p' integrals of the first kind maintained invariant by <S,
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which shows that p' is the required genus. Since the involution defined by

T is of genus zero, no power of S can be a Tk. Let now ( x, y ) be any point

of Cp, and ( x', y'~) its transformed by S. This transformation permutes My

with My+P', whence at least three relations such as

(x — Oi)Y1 (x — a2)y' dx = (x' — ax)y'i (x' — a2)y'¡dx'.

If we divide two of them by each other we obtain a relation

(x - ai)s'(x - a2)Sl = (x' - ai)*>'(x' - 02)^,

the exponents being rational. From this follows that if x tends towards one

of the critical points, x' must tend towards another.

Let us denote as before the critical points by Ax, A2, A3 and assume first

that S maintains one of them, say Ax, invariant. Then the integer X of No.

139 must be equal to unity, mod. q, and the curve is reducible to the form

yq = xa ( x2 — a2 ). It is therefore hyperelliptic. Let S' be its ordinary

binary transformation. SS' maintains the (A)'s invariant, hence it is a Tk

and therefore S = Tk S', which is absurd for Tk S' determines an involution

of genus zero while S determines one of genus p' > 0.

We conclude then that S permutes cyclically the critical points, and that

X3 = 1, mod. q.    Cv is therefore reducible to the curve

y" = (x-l)(x-r,y(x-v2)";       V - &

of No. 139, the transformation S being of order three, with equations

1+À4»«

x' = r\x,        y' = n    «    -yK.

This curve which we shall denote by C3p> exists only if q — 1 is divisible

by three. When q > 3, the exponents 1, X, X2 are distinct and the curve is

certainly not hyperelliptic.

Referring to Chapter II, § 3, we may affirm that the invariants of the

Jacobi variety when r = 1 are given by

l + h = 2(l+k) = 2p = g - 1

unless we deal with C3p> when we have

l + i = 2(l + Jk) = 6p = 3(ç- 1).

In this last case the period matrix is isomorphic to one of type

Ico,    0,    0
0,    co,    0    ,

I 0,    0,    co

where co is pure and of genus p' = p/3.
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146. The curve C3P> may be reduced to a particularly interesting form. For

since | ( q — 1 ) is an integer, q is decomposable in a unique manner in the

domain K ( V3 ), hence there are two relatively prime positive integers m, re,

such that g = to2 — mn + re2. The curve represented in homogeneous co-

ordinates by x™ yn + ym zn + zm xn = 0 is invariant under the colfineation

group of order 3g generated by the two operations

x' = 27, y' = z, z' = x;

x' = em x,       y' — e" y,       z' = z.

Let 7, 8 be two integers such that my + re S = 1. If we apply to

xm yn + xn + ym = 0 the birational transformation

x = x' y' , y = x' y'

whose inverse is
x' = xny~m, y' = xy ys

we obtain
W'4= -arSmr^{mr-*)'(i + x').

To prove that this is the curve dp' we observe first that

to2 — TOre + re2 = q = q ( TO.7 + re8 ),

.'.   to(to — re — g7) = — re(re — g8)

and since m and re are relatively prime, there is an integer t such that

to — re — qy = ire,       n — q8 = — tm,

whence

to — 71(1+7.) 8 = re-r-ÍTO
7 = --,       -;

q q
— toS — 7(to — n) = — (1+7).

The three exponents a,, corresponding to the curve obtained, can therefore

be taken to be 1,7, — (1+7).    Now nt = m — n, mod. q,

.'.   re(l+7, + 7,2)=TO2 — reire + re2 = 0, mod. q.

But re may be assumed < to , and the relation which defines them shows that

re2 is less than q and therefore prime to it. It follows that 1 + t + fi is

divisible by q, or t3 = 1, mod. q, so that t is either the integer X or X2, mod. g,

for 7 = 1, mod. g, would mean that either g is 3, or re2 is divisible by g. The

curve which we have obtained corresponds then to the three exponents 1, X,

X2 and in the case r = 1, this suffices to establish that it is birationally equiva-

lent to 7j3p'.

The two simplest curves C3p' have been considered at length by Klein

( g = 7 ), and Virgil Snyder ( q = 13 ), under the form

x3 y + y3 z + z3 x = 0

x427 + 2742+24x = 0
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and the invariants of their Jacobi variety have been directly computed by

Scorza.*

147. The consideration of the Weierstrass points will be useful for the

problem which will occupy us next. Let «* be the value of the integer «, of

No. 136 for Ah.    We find at once

s) + s2 + «? = (ft + ßi + ßi- m{ai + ai + a3)^q + 3q.

In, expressing that re, is finite at infinity we find that the first term at the right

< — q, hence the left side is <2q. But ai + a2 + a3 is divisible by q.

Hence this left side, which is positive, is a. multiple of q, and therefore is

exactly equal to q, that is «,' + «\ + s3 = q. Hence, if mh is the order of the

point Ah,

mi + m2 + m3 = ± (s\ + «2 + «J ) - Ml+Al
i=i ¿

= va - 3p(P + l) = V(V - *)yH 2 2

148. We have seen that for the curves other than C3p> ,1 + h = q — 1 = 2p.

Hence (No. 142) the total group of these curves is the cyclic group of order q

generated by T, except in the hyperelliptic case when it is of order 2q. It

remains to examine C3p>. We propose to show that when q > 7 the total

group of C3p> is the group of order 3q generated by the cyclic operations T of

order q and S of order 3.

We have seen that ST = T" S, where p3 = 1 but p ^ l,mod. q, and

therefore the group generated by S,T, is indeed of order 3o. Moreover

either p or p2 is the integer repeatedly denoted by X. Since there are no

relations Sa = Tß , S* Tk    (i = 1,2) is of order three (No. 140).

149. Let Y. be a birational transformation of C3p> into itself, not an Si Tk.

and let v be its order. It induces in the Jacobi variety one of equal order, 27,

for when either one is the identity so is the other (No. 141 ). Hence among

the multipliers of YJ is found at least one primitive v-th root of unity. On

the other hand these multipliers satisfy the characteristic equation, which is

of degree q — 1, and as we know (No. 93), is reducible in K(e), its left side

becoming there the product of 2p' cubic factors.—Now the primitive p-th

roots satisfy an equation whose degree is the Euler function <p(v), and which

is irreducible in the rational domain. Hence the roots of this equation

satisfy the characteristic equation as well, and <p(v) = q — 1. .'. v = q,2q,

or else it is prime to q.    But in this last case the equation in the p-th primitive

* See Klein—Fricke, Vorlesungen über elliptische Modulfunctionen, vol. 1, p. 701; Snyder,

American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 30, (1908); Scorza, Atti dell'

Accademia Gioenia  (1917).
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roots is irreducible in Kie) (Kronecker). Hence one of the cubic factors

above has for roots all the primitive y-th roots, whence then <p ( v ) =¡ 3,

v = 2, 3, 4, 6.   Thus finally v can only have the values 2,3,4,6,g,2g.

The case v = 2g may be excluded at once for then the multipliers are neces-

sarily the quantities — e"' and 222' is the ordinary multiplication present only

when the curve is hyperelliptic. There remain then only the possibilities

v = 2, 3, 4, 6 or g. Through 222 the points Ai, A2, A3 are transformed into

new points A[, A2, A'3, for by the discussion of No. 140 it is readily seen that

C3P> possesses no other transformations than an S* Tk leaving the set of i A )'s

invariant. These new points are coincidence points for the transformation of

order q, £ T £-1. Let Ai be the transformed of A\ by l*-1, or of A{ by

T*-1 222 • The iAk)'s are also coincidence points for a certain transformation

of order q, and I say that an Ak can be neither an Ah nor an A. For other-

wise 222-1 Î,*_A 12 would transform an A into another, and therefore

yj-i fk-h £ = Sj Tk. But if j 7a 0 this is impossible for the two transforma-

tions are of different orders q, and three, while if j = 0, it leads to

12 Tk Yr1 = Î1*-*, again impossible whether A 9a h, as the two substitutions

have then different coincidence points, or still worse A = A ¿¿ 0. Thus the

existence of 222 brings as a corollary that of ( q + 1 ) sets of three Weierstrass

points. The sum of the orders of the iAk )'s is obviously equal to the sum of

the orders of the i A )'s, that is, to p (p — 1 )/2. The sum of the orders of all

the Weierstrass points thus obtained is (g + l)p(p — l)/2 = p(p2 — 1).

But this is the sum of the orders of all the Weierstrass points (Hurwitz), hence

C3p> can have no others. Thus the Weierstrass points are grouped in sets of

three and any birational transformation 222 merely permutes the sets among

themselves. This follows from the fact that if 222 permutes for example Ai

with A\, A\ is critical for a definite transformation of order q, 222 T Y,~l >

whose cyclic group is uniquely defined by A\, and hence also the corresponding

set of three coincidence points to which 222^2 and 222^3 necessarily belong.

This set can only be A\, A\, A\. Henceforth the set of ( Ak )'s will be denoted

by(¿*).
150. I say that S permutes at least two sets iAk). For if it maintained

them all fixed, S T would permute q of them cyclically which is impossible as

its order is three. Assume then that S permutes iAk+l) with some other set.

The transformation U = 222-1 T~k STk fT, which is of order three permutes

cyclically (^4) with two other sets, say (.41), i A2) in the order named. On

the other hand the number of sets is q + 1 which is prime to three, hence S

must maintain fixed at least one set other than ( A ), say ( Ah+1 ). Then

T~h STh is a transformation of order three maintaining invariant i A) and

i A1) and it may be assumed without inconvenience to be S itself. Finally if

F= 7jr,wehaveF(^) = UTiA) = (A^.V^A1) = UTiA1) = UiA2)
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= ( A ). It follows that V2 maintains ( A ) invariant and can only be of order

one, three, or q and V therefore of order 2, 3, 6, or q since 2q is excluded.

It is also obviously not of order 3 or q.   Hence V is of order 2 or 6.

It is at once verified that the effect of V on the point Ai is expressed by one

of the relations

VSAi = SVAi,       VSAi = S2 VAx.

Hence either VS = SVTk, or VS = S2 VTk. If k 9* 0 we must have one of

the relations

V'1 S~l VS = Tk,       V~l S~2 VS = Tk

which is impossible for Tk maintains (A) alone fixed, while the other sub-

stitutions maintain both (A) and (.4') fixed. Thus, if there is a transforma-

tion Y, °f C3p>, not an S' Tk, there is one V of order 2 or 6, such that VT~l is

of order 3, and that moreover either VS = SV, or VS = S2 V.

151. Let us examine now the effect of the birational transformations S* Tk

on the integrals of the first kind. It is seen at once that they transform a

linear combination arey + buj+p< + cuj+2p, into one of the same type. We

have there 3q birational transformations and if we range the integrals in suit-

able order, their transformations will be represented by arrays such as

Bi,   0,
0,     B2,

0
0

Br

where Bj is itself an array of one of the three following types

0,
o,

o,

o, '

0
0

o,
o,
fV«S

o,
o,

0

0

o,
eXn,

o,

o,
o,
ex»„

t

0
0

corresponding to P, SP, S2 P, respectively. The array of the (B)'s

represents also a complex multiplication. Each set contains q multiplica-

tions of which q — 1 are independent and between the three sets of q — 1

independent multiplications thus obtained there are no linear relations.

Since 1 + h = 3(q — 1), these multiplications form a base. Therefore any

multiplication can be represented by an array such as that of the (B)'s with

now any one of the (B)'s of the form

?i(0,
¡73 (€X),
<72(ex,)i

92(f),

gx(tx),

g3(*n,

93(f)

¡72 (ex)

9x(e»)

the (g)'s being polynomials with rational coefficients,

obtained when e is replaced by e"'.

For example, Bj is
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152. Let us assume in particular that we are dealing with the complex

multiplication defined by the birational transformation V of No. 150, and let

us represent the typical Bj just written by

Oi,

bx,
Cx,

a2,

h,
ci,

a3

If we express the fact that VS

sarily of one of the two forms*

S V or S2 V we find that this array is neces-

a,

e,
b,

b,
a,

c,

a,

b,
b, c
c, a

a,    b

Finally the multipliers are roots of one of the two equations

a — x,       b, c
c,        a — x,        b
b, c,        a — x

= 0,
a — x,

b,
c,

b,
c — x,

a,

c

a
b — x

= 0.

153. What are these multipliers? When V is of order two, they can only

be + 1 and — 1, taken one p' times and the other 2p' times in the set of p

multipliers, -or else — 1 taken 3p' times. But this last case may be set aside

as it presents itself only for hyperelliptic curves. Similarly I say that + 1

cannot be taken 2p' times. For then V would leave invariant 2p' integrals

of the first kind, hence it would determine an involution of order two and genus

2p' on tV, involution which must have 2p - 2 (2-2p; - 2) = 2 - 2p' > 0

coincidences, which is impossible unless p' = 1, q = 7. Hence except for

this last case when C3p' is Klein's quartic, if V is of order two, there are p'

multipliers equal to + 1, and 2p' equal to — 1. The numbers a,b, c above

are numbers of the domain K(e), and when we replace e by e* we do not

change the roots of the equations at the end of No. 152, if they are rational

or roots of unity of degree prime to q. Hence these equations will all have

— 1 for double root and + 1 for simple root. The sum of these roots is — 1

and their product + 1.

154. When V is of order 6, the multipliers can only be 1, ?;*, n-i, or — 1,

n*, if"*, taken each p' times (it = e2"'3). The first possibility can again

be set aside, for then there would be on the curve an involution of order 6

and genus p', with 2p — 2 — 6 ( 2p' — 2 ) = 10 — 6p' coincidences, which

requires here also p' = 1, q = 7. The second and only possible set of multi-

pliers are the distinct roots of x3 + 1 =0. Their sum is zero and their

product — 1.

* See Klein-Fricke, loc. cit. p. 704, for a similar computation corresponding to g=7, p' = 1.
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155. We can now show that to V there cannot correspond a type array

a,

c,
b,

b,
a,

c,

for any B. For if V2 = 1, the condition as to the sum of the multipliers

gives at once 3a = — 1. On the other hand VT'1 must be of order three.

But to this transformation corresponds an array of ( B ) 's of which a typical

one is

66,ae,
cex, ae",

cex\

re

ae"

The corresponding multipliers which can only be 1, n, rj2 are roots of

ae — x,
.x

be, ce

ae" — x,ce
6ex', ce"",        ae"" — x

a(e + ex + ex') = 1 + r, + 7/

= 0

,2 = o

and as 3a = — 1, we must have e + ex + ex* = 0 which cannot be since q

has been assumed > 3 and e is a root of the irreducible equation

1 + x + x2 + • • • + x4"1 = 0.

If F6 = 1, we must have first 3a

V is of the type .
0,
c,
b,

0.    Hence the array corresponding to

b,
0,
c,

Its square

26c,.
26c,
62,

b*

26c

must be a matrix whose cube is unity,

or c = 0.    Assume for example 6 = 0.

Hence again 66c = 0, and either 6

Expressing the fact that the multi-

pliers of V have — 1 for product we have c3 = — 1, hence c = — 1, 77* or

1; *. The values 7/ ** are to be set aside for c must be a number of the domain

K i e ) and cannot be a root of unity of degree prime to g. As to — 1 it must

be set aside for then VS would be a birational transformation with multipliers

all — 1, and C3p' would be hyperelliptic. Our affirmation is therefore proved.

156. Let us now consider the array

a,    b,    c."
6,    c,    a
c,    a,    b
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Assume first F6 = 1,

— 1, hence

The sum of the multipliers is zero and their product

o + 6 + c = 0,
a,

b,
c,

b,
c,

a,

= - 1

which cannot be since the determinant just written has a + 6 + c for factor.

It remains to consider V2 = 1.   We have then a + 6 + c= —2 + 1 = — 1.

Moreover since the square of our array is the identical substitution we must

have
6c + co + a6 = 0,

.".    a( — 1 — a) + 6c =

and similarly 6 = ca — b2, c = 06 — c2.

the roots of
be,

0,        a = be — a2,

Finally since VT-1 is of order three,

ae — x,

ce

ce

ae

ce
oex

be" - x

= 0

are 1, r\, r¡2.   Their sum and the sum of their double products must be zero,

hence ae + 6ex + cexl = 0,

e<l+A) (oc _  bi) + e(*+A«) (tc  _  a2)  + e(l+A.) (a6  _ c2)   _  0

By means of the relations above and since 1 + X + X2 = 0, mod. g, this last

equation reduces to ae-1 + 6e~* + ce~A' = 0, from which follows

abc
\—k' _ eA«-l   _   el-A»

The denominators are double the imaginary parts of powers of e not divisible

by q, hence they are not zero.    Substituting in 6c + ca + a6 = 0, we have :

^X«-X + ex (¿i _|_  £-3)   +  eA-l  +  €1-X   _   (e3(l+X)   +  e-3(l+X))

_|_  Él-A»  _|_  e-l+Xl   _   / ^(l+X»)   _|_  e-3(I+X«) )   —   0 .

If we compare the first exponent to the others mod. q, and remember the con-

gruence satisfied by X, We find that it cannot be equal to any of them unless

X = — 2, — 4/5 or — 1/5, mod. q, and since X* ■ 1, mod. g, it is easily

seen that g must divide one of the integers 9, 126 = 2-32-7, 189 = 33-7

and therefore must be 7. For g > 7 the equation which e must satisfy is

certainly not its irreducible equation since it has less than g — 1 terms, or has

g — 1 terms perhaps for g = 13, but with coefficients certainly not all equal.

The only possibility is then g = 7,p' = l,p = 3, when C3p' is Klein's

quartic. The relation just obtained is identically verified and in fact this

curve possesses as shown precisely by Klein a binary transformation such as

V and its group is the classical Gm generated by S, T, and V.   For further
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details and in particular for the equations of the group the reader is referred

to his work (loc. cit.).    This ends the proof of the theorem of No. 1^8-

157. The properties of the curves whose discussion is now complete may be

summarized thus: The curves of minimum genus possessing a cyclic group of

order q, odd prime, constitute a finite number of birationally distinct families.

Their total group is the cyclic group of order q with the exception of: (a) A hyper-

elliptic family present, whatever q, and whose group is of order 2q cyclic, (b)

A family present only when q — 1 is divisible by three whose group is of order 3q,

unless a = 7 when it is the classical Gi&. The indices of the Jacobi variety are

given by

l + h = 2(l + k)=2p = q-l

and the variety is pure except in the case (b) when

l + h = 2(l + k) = 6p = 3(g - 1),

and the variety is impure.

Remark: The variety of rank q corresponding to the group of order q has

no congruence of spaces for q > 7, or for q = 7 and Klein's quartic, as then

the product of the multipliers is + 1 and the Jacobi variety possesses a triple

integral of the first kind (No. 127). For q = 5 the first variety is ruled as

shown by Enriques and Severi. The only doubtful case is then that of the

hyperelliptic curve present for q = 7.

§ 3. Curves with four critical points

158. Let us consider first two hypergeometric integrals

f (x - ai)Mx - a2)b'(x - y)b'dx,
J,

rh , , ,
I   (x - ai)bi(x - a2)b*(x - y)b»dx.

Jg

We assume that they have a meaning whatever the limits g, h, which requires

that

bi> - 1,       b'i > - 1 (¿ = 1,2,3),

6i + o2 + 63 < - 1,       b[ + b'2 + 63 < - 1.

Let us denote by coi, col the two integrals corresponding to g = ax, h = y

and by co2, co2 those corresponding to g = a2, h = y. Can there exist a bilinear

relation

T11 coi coj + 712 wi co2 + 721 «2 <>>1 + 722 CO2 coi = 0,

where the (7)'s are independent of yl   To answer the question set first

Trams. Am. Math. Soc 31.
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z = ui/oii, z' — cc'i/w'i.    As is well known z satisfies Schwarz's differential

equation *

2dzdh_ 3(d?z\2

dydy3        \df) 1 ,       1 - M       |      X + y - v - 1

2iy-ai)2     2iy-a2)2 • 2iy-ai)iy-ai)

X = (6i + 63 + l)2,       m = (6i + 62 + l)2,       v = (62 + 63 + l)2.

If the bilinear relation in question exists, z', a linear fractional function of z,

must satisfy the same differential equation, and therefore

(bi + bk+1) - ± (6; + 6i + 1)        (i**;<,*-1,2,8).

By considering the various combinations of signs we find the following four

possible types of relations:

(a) bi = b'i (¿ = 1,2,3),

(6)    1 + bi = -b\ (¿ = l,2,3),

(c)    1 + bi = - b'j,       1 + fey - - b\,       - 1 + 6* = 61 + 62 + 63,

in which case 6,, 6y, 6', b'¡ are > 0 and 6*, b'k < 0.

id) bi = 6;,       6y = 6'¿,       -6; = 6! + 62 + 63 + 2.

The case (a) is to be rejected for then z would be a constant, and when any

of the three sets of relations (6), (c) and (d) are satisfied the bilinear relation

certainly exists as is known from the theory of Schwarz's differential equations.

To calculate the coefficients we recall that according to Picard the group of

the hypergeometric differential equation satisfied by o>i, w2 possesses the two

fundamental substitutions f

(wi, o>2; t?i «1, (?)! — 773)wi + co2);

( Wi , 0)2 , Ul + ( 7/2 — 77jf1 ) 0>2 , 772 u2 ) ;

Vl  =  e-2r.'(6i+63) f V2   = g2Ti(.bt+b3) ) V3  =  e-2r¿6, _

By accenting all quantities we obtain similarly the group corresponding to

w[, u2. The bilinear relation whose existence is discussed must be invariant

when corresponding substitutions are applied to the (o>)'s and the (o>')'s.

This yields six equations of the first degree between the (7)'s. It is found

that they are sufficient to determine their ratios provided we have

(»7i - Va)JV2 - V31) = Uî - V3)iv'i - v'f1)

(l-m)(i-i»0        (i-iíí)(i-uí)
* See Picard Traité d'Analyse, vol. 3, second edition, p. 333.

t Picard, loe. cit. p. 324.
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This is at once verified for (6).   As for (c) or (d) we have either

li = »Ji,        42 = V2,        Vi = nxvï i)3l,

or

fi = i?»,        »72 = 1i.        »73 = í/i ^ïi"1 ̂ F1,

and by means of one or the other of these relations the equation of condition

is readily verified, as was to be expected.

159. We are now ready to undertake the investigation of the curve Cp

with four critical points. One of these being assumed for the present at

infinity, the equation of the curve will be

y9 = (x- ai)ai(x - a2)°*(x - a3)°3

with the (a)'s positive and < q, their sum being prime to q. The genus is

p = q — 1 and Cp depends upon a single modulus—the anharmonic ratio of

the critical (x)'s. We shall assume this modulus arbitrary and propose to

determine above all the invariants of the Jacobi variety and next the total

group of our curves.

To re,- corresponds a number of integrals of the first kind given by

I"     (ai + a2 + a3)~\ _ |~re, at"I _ [~re, a2"I _ ["rey a3~|

and they are of the form

I (x — ai)bi(x — a2)bi(x — a^sdx,

the (ß)'s having the same meaning as previously.    If r, = 1 we shall take

bJi = ßi^i^i (< = 1,2,3),

while if ry = 2 there will be another integral which we shall choose so that it

differ from the first only in that b{ = ß{ — ( 1/q ) re, ai + 1. We can of course

choose two other analogous integrals by permuting 1,2,3 but they are linear

combinations of the two just considered. We recall that the period matrix ß

is composed with the arrays

r- || tu, tu H,        || 1,«\ •••,e<«-2>M>||,        (i-l,2,..,p),
where

160. Since ß is a Riemann matrix there certainly exists an alternate bilinear

form

(6) Ü«V>(«\ «"*)*,»»
f,y

Ti„ =
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in the sense of Chapter II.    The (7)'s are such that

ypvix, y) = - y^iy, x);

T„(í*',í")=0       if       rey + re*^0,    mod. g.

The ratios tji/tjî are certainly variable for otherwise our curves would all

have the same period matrix and would not depend upon a variable modulus.

It follows that the form (6) is unique.

Can there exist forms of any other type? Whether it is alternate or not

assume that such a form leads to an actual relation between the periods of My

and m* , that is, that the quantities y^, ( e">, en" ) are not all zero. Then one

of the sets of relations (6), (c), (d) of No. 158 must be satisfied.    (6) leads to

re, ai = — nh ai,    mod. g (¿ = 1, 2, 3, 4) ;

.'.    rey + rex = 0,    mod. g,

that is, the (7)'s are all  zero except when e"' and e"* are conjugate.    The

calculation of No. 158 shows that the bilinear relation existing must be unique

and as in the case considered (6) already is one there can be no other.

The conditions (c) lead to, for example,

rey ai = — Uhat,        rey at = — nh ai, mod. q.

rey a3 = — nh iai + a2 + a3) = nh o¡4, mod. q.

Hence mod. q, either

ai = a2,        Uj = — nh,

or

ai = — a2,        Uj = rex,        a3 = — 04.

In the first case we are in the same situation as before. In the second 7JP is

birationally equivalent to

,~\ x — Oi (x — a3 \a „   „
(7) y4 = -! ( -      .       0 < a < g.

x — a2 \ x — a4 /

We can take ai = 1, a2 = g — 1, a3 = a, and find that

.  .. [rijiq + a)"]     [rey]      [n¡(q - 1)~\     fiiyal,

which shows that for each value of rey there is only one integral and a bilinear

relation such as contemplated in the second case cannot exist. The discussion

of conditions (d) is the same as for (c) and the answer negative as well.

Hence ß possesses no other bilinear form than (6).

161. To determine A, A we must find out if there are other curves than (7)

for which ty = 1 whatever j.   We shall see that this is not the case.
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If r, = 1 whatever j, ß is composed with arrays

I|ryi,ry2||,        111, «*,*,•••,€<«-»'|| (i-1.2, •••,9-1-p).

The calculation outlined in No. 158 leads to the relation

T«-y, 2 Tyi — t' Tg-y, i Ty, 2 = 0.

.'.     TS=i^ = tlhl = ei.T.
Tq-i, X Tj, X

and therefore ß can be put in the following form, where only the j-th and

(q — j)-tb rows are written:

1 J e2i ... é(ï-2)j. T. J - ... T.i(«-2)i

^—       1 f-i        e-2j ... e-(«-2)y. _   J        _. ... r.e-(9-î)i     *

Denote respectively by ô„, ôM, the cycles corresponding to the periods e",

ti e", in the first line, the indices being taken mod. q. If we apply to the

integrals and the cycles the binary permutations

u'j = Uq-j (j = 1,2, ••-,?)

5;~5_„;        S;~5i_M (M = 0, 1,2, •••,g-l)

ß is unchanged. Hence Cp possesses a corresponding binary transformation

U whose genus is \p for it maintains invariant the integrals My + M,_y and

no others.

Let ( x, y ) be any point of Cp, ( x', y' ) its transformed by U.   The integrals

of the first kind are all of the form

/II (x — ai)yi dx

By reasoning as in No. 145 we find therefore again that U merely permutes the

critical points. The equations of U are of type (2) and it is not the ordfnary

transformation present in hyperelliptic curves since its genus is not zero.

Besides U must permute every critical point for if it maintained two of them

fixed, the anharmonic ratio of the (a)'s would not be variable as was assumed.

If then U permutes .di with A2 and A3 with A4, we must'have (No. 138)

a2 _ ax 0403 ,
— = — ,        — = —,     mod. q
ax      a2 a3     at

and as we may always take ai = 1, it is seen at once that we fall back upon

(7), as was to be proved.

In accordance then with Chapter II, if there are four arbitrary critical points,
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7,Ae Jacobi variety is pure, its indices being given by

(1 +A) = 2(1 + A) =p = g- 1

unless we deal with (7) when the variety is impure and

1 + A = 2(g- 1) =2p,       1 + A = 3(g-1).

162. Let us investigate more closely the question of birational transforma-

tions. We know that if Cp is not of type (7) its total group is cyclic of order ç

(No. 142).    It remains to consider the curves (7).

In the first place if a = 1, the curve is hyperejliptic. The ordinary trans-

formation then present shall be denoted by S, and the binary transformation

of genus p', as before, by U. We propose to show that in general Cp possesses

no other transformations than S, T, U and the products of their powers.

In the first place the birational transformations Tk, Tk U, define the two

multiplications
= «*/■ (i 1,2,

and among those 2g multiplications exactly 2(g — l) = l + Aare linearly

independent. If we write the integrals in suitable order the most general

multiplications will be represented by an array

Bi,   0,      ••-,    0
9Í¿),      hie')0,

0,

B2,

IP

B,-
A («"O,   9ir')

The array Bj may bewhere g, A are polynomials with rational coefficients,

written more simply

9,    A
A,   g

We first remark that if Cp is hyperelliptic Ai may be permuted with the three

other (A )'s by one of the three transformations S, U, SU = US, while if

Cp is not hyperelliptic, A may be permuted with only one of these points, and

that by means of U. But as a matter of fact the two cases, hyperelliptic and

the other, need not be separated in the discussion.

163. Let us now assume that there exists a transformation V of Cp not a

product of powers of those already known. The binary transformation

W — V~x U-V may or may not permute the (yl)'s among themselves. We

propose to show that in both cases we are led to an impossibility.

To begin with if W permutes the ( A ) 's merely among themselves it must

belong to one of the three types UTk, STk, USTk. But if Tk ^ 1, these

transformations are of order 2g at least as seen by a reference to their complex

multiplications.    Hence necessarily Tk = 1, and UV = VU, VS or VUS.
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If V corresponds to the array of the (B)'s, we obtain by comparison of the

arrays for UV with those of the other three substitutions, one of the systems

of relations

(a) g = g, _        h = h,

(b) g= -A,
(a)    9 = - 9>       A = - A.

The equation in the multipliers of V is

g - x, h = 0.
ti, g - x

This equation must be reducible in K ( e ), whence, as in Nos. 149, 151, the

only possible systems of multipliers ( 1, — 1 ), (n, if1 ), (i, — i), (n*, t;-1 ),

(e*, e~k), ( — tk, — f~k), corresponding to the orders v = 2,3,4,b',q,2q

for V.

164. In the case of relations (a), g and h are real and the equation in the

multipliers is x2 — 2gx + o2 — h2 = 0. Let Xi, X2 be its roots. When xx = 1,

X2 = — 1, we have g = 0, h = ±1, hence V = U or SU*   In the other

¿V3        (ek — e~k)
cases h takes the values ± i, ± -jr- . ±-¡r-, all imaginary whereas h

¿i Z

must be real.

In the case of relations (b) the equation in the multipliers is

x2 - (g + g)x = 0

and must be rejected since no multipliers can be zero.

Finally in the case of relations (c), the equation is x2 + h2 = 0. Since h

is purely imaginary, h2 = xi X2 is a negative real number, and therefore

necessarily xi = l,x2= — 1, A = ± ¿. But A is a number of the domain

K ( « ), and therefore cannot be a root of unity of degree prime to q. Hence

V cannot correspond to any relations such as those just discussed.

165. Let us assume now that the binary transformation W of No. 163

permutes the (A )'s with points of another similar set.    The multipliers of W

must be 1, — 1, since it is not S, and if it corresponds to the array of (B)'s,

we -must have  g + g = 0.    g is  therefore  purely imaginary.    If we  set

e* + e~k = r\k, e* — t~k = f*, the (t/)'s are real and the (Ç)'s pure imaginary,

hence
i-i

2

g = 2^a»'f» (o,-rational number).
¿=i

To TW corresponds an array of ( B )'s with ge in place of g.   More exactly, to

* For by the remark at the end of No. 141 it is sufficient to show that to V'1 U or V*1 SU

correspond ordinary transformations of the Jacobi variety, and this is readily done.
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the Bj of this array corresponds g.( e> ) • e3', but if e designates a suitably chosen

g-th root of unity, any one of these numbers can be set in the form ge. Now

if we set tjo = 2, it is at once verified that the real part of f,- e = §f,- (771 + fi)

is equal to ^fj fi = \ (77^1 — 77^) .    Hence the double of the real part of

ge, or
»-1

2

ge + ge-1 = 222 «• ( »7»+i - »?¿-i)-
•=i

Finally since r\¡ = 77 „_y, we can write

t-i
2

ge + oe-1 = 22 «Í iva - i?2«-i) ),
1=1

where the (o')'s are merely the (a)'s written in different order. If we write

the equation in the multipliers of TW we see at once that this expression can

only have the values 0, == 1, == (e* + e~*).

In the first case the (o')s and therefore the (a)'s must all be zero. The

second leads to
a[ = ± \,       a'i = a't = • • • = o£_i,

2

hence ge + ^e_1 = ==5774_i±l?í±l, and therefore cannot occur at all.
—2~"

In the third case we have, s being a suitable integer between 0 and g — 1,

ge -\-ge~1 = ==772,;

.'.   a'. — a',+i = ± 1,       a'i = a',,       i < s;       a',+i = a',+i.

Hence then ge + ge-1 = — 2a', =*= 772» + 2a',+i 77,_i which can only be if

a',+i = a', = 0 and we have here again a contradiction.

The only possibility is then g = 0. But in this case UW corresponds to a

multiplication of type u'} = Xy My, where m; is the integral which T multiplies

by é. This multiplication is permutable with T, cyclic, and therefore, by a

previous remark, W = US* Tk or UTk and hence must permute the (^4)'s

among themselves, contrary to the assumptions made.

This completes the proof of the non existence of any transformations of Cp

other than those belonging to the group generated by S, T and U.

166. It is at once verified that Tk U = UT~k, hence every substitution of

the group is of the form S* W Tk if Cp is hyperelliptic, or U' Tk if it is not.

Hence if Cp is not hyperelliptic, that is, if the integer a in (7) ¿s > 1, the group

is of order 2g, while if the curve is hyperlliptic the order is 4g.

Observe that the curve can be reduced to the form

y      \ax-lj\ax + lj
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the equations of U being then x' = — x, y' = y~l. For a = 1 we have,

besides, S, whose equations are x' = — x, y' = y. The parameter a may

be taken as modulus of the curve.

Remark: For particular values of the modulus of which the curves with

four critical points depend, there will be other birational transformations

different from those considered.    For example

y" = (x-l)(x-r,)(x-n2).       v = ¡T,

possesses an obvious cyclic transformation of order three.

§ 4. Curves with r + 2 > 4 critical points.

167. We shall take the equation in the form

(8) y* = Il(x- at)«,

the (a)'s of index  < r + 2 and their sum being prime to o, with ar+2 at

infinity.

We may choose for the r, integrals of the first kind corresponding to rey,

the set

(x — ai)Y' H (x — a,)ßi dxr yn
(7, = 1,2, •••,r,).

Now the sums a, + a¡ cannot all be divisible by q.   For then if r is odd,

zZ'tii <*i would be divisible by q, while if r is even

r+l r+1

2 22 a¿ = ai + a2 + 23 a,- + (ai + 22 a¿)
1=2 i=3

would be also, leading again to the divisibility of the same sum by q.

Let us observe that since r > 2 we may arrange matters so that there will

be at least three sums ap + aM+i not divisible by q. For the worst conditions

obtained are when:

(a) r = 3 and we have a set of five exponents corresponding to the five

critical points, such as: a, — a, a, a', a". Then a + a' + a" =0, mod.

a, and neither a' nor a" are = —a. One of them however may be' = a.

In this case the exponents in suitable order form a set such as a, a, a, a',

— a, and the sums 2a, 2a, a + a' are not divisible by a.

(b) r = 4 and the set of exponents is a, — a, a, — a, a — a. In

another order they form the set a, a, a, — a, — a, — a, for which the

assertion is at once verified.

Let then ai + a2 ^ 0, mod. q, and make Oi tend towards a2. Some of the

integrals of the first kind will preserve their character for the curve Cp. limit
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of Cp, where p' = i (r — 1) (q — 1). I say that the integrals of the first

kind corresponding to rey for Cp> will be linearly dependent upon these. For

the limiting integrals which preserve their character form the set

/,r+l (x - 0!)6iTT(x - a^dx,

where the (6)'s have the same value as above, and

y _ Wy(ai + at) _ rrey(ai + a2) 1

9 L       q       J
We must determine the range of the positive integer y.    Recalling that

^ = -re^a, + rreyai-j<0

we see that if the integer [ — ß{ — ßi], which < 2, is equal to unity, we

must take 7 = 1, while if [ — ß{ — ßi ] = 0 we must have only 7^0. On

the other hand the upper limit of y is r'} corresponding to ry for Cp. But

r'j = Tj — [ — ß{ — ßi], and «hence in all cases y takes ry consecutive values.

As the limiting integrals are obviously independent our assertion is proved.

168. I say that if the array r possesses the bilinear form

T,ypA*ni, en*)aV27,

then the coefficients yßv vanish when eBj, e"* are not conjugate, that is when

rey + re* + 0, mod. g. Since this has been proved for r = 2, we may assume

it correct for a curve with less than r + 2 critical points, then prove it for a

curve with that number of critical points.

Assume then first that the theorem is untrue. If the (7)'s are not zero

for a particular pair of exponents rey, nk not congruent mod. q, they are not

zero for any pair re, ere, where c = nk/nj, mod. q, and hence if we replace in

12 y?, i ín, «cn ) Xp. yv the (x )'s by the elements of a row of t corresponding to

e" and the iy)'s by the elements of a row corresponding to ecn, then the form

vanishes identically. Let us assume that there is at least one case where the

corresponding integers ry, r* are both > 1—for example let this be so for

rey, re* themselves. The critical points being ranged in proper order there

will be three distinct sums a,, + a^+i, a¿ + a„'+i, aß» + a„"+i, not

divisible by g. If a,, is made to tend towards aM+i there will be two integrals

of the first kind corresponding to rey and nk preserving their character for the

limiting curve Cp>. Let Ty„, t*p ( v, p = 1, 2, • • •, r ) be the corresponding

elements of the array t . We have then 222 7vP ( «"', «"* ) tjv t*p = 0. Passing

to the limit, Ty„, rkp become similar periods of the limiting integrals, say
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T'jy » T'kp. except that r'jp = r'kp = 0.    Hence then

X27„(í\«b*)t;,,7í, = o,
y,r¥i>

and there will be such a relation for every pair of integrals of Cpf corresponding

to re,, nk, and even more generally to ere,-, cnk. According to the assumptions

we have therefore

7„ («"',«"*) =0 (',>■<».)

If we reason similarly when p is replaced first by p', then by p", we find suc-

cessively

7w,(in',€n') =7,m  (<\en*) =0,        p#tf';

7mm'(«"'.«"*) = 7m'm(«"'. e"1) =0,

which completes the proof in the case considered.

169. The above may cease to apply: (a) When the integers ry corresponding

to the sequence of exponents I, cl, <?l, c3l, •••, are alternately + 1 and

r — 1, and the limiting curve Cp' possesses no integrals corresponding to the

exponents for which r = 1. But in this case the numbers r, corresponding to

Cp' are all r — 1 which is impossible if r > 2. The proof can therefore still

be applied as between integrals corresponding to two exponents c'Z, c**1 I,

leading to yyV(tc'1, ec>+l1) = 0. But since the (7)'s are polynomials with

rational coefficients, it follows that 7M,(e"', •"*) - %»(«*, «"*) = 0.

(6) When re,- = nk, r = 3". In this case we are not certain that to a bilinear

relation between the periods of Cp corresponds after passing to the limit a

similar one for Cp', at least if all the numbers r, of this last curve are equal

to unity. Generally speaking let t'ji , t'}2 , r'j3 and r'}\, r'¡2, ryá be two lines of

t corresponding to re,. By assumption then Y 7m» ( «"'. e"' ) tÍm Ty» = 0 with

the relations y„y ( e, « ) = — yyp ( e, « ), for otherwise there would exist a

bilinear relation between the elements of every row of r, the impossibility of

which may be established as in No. 168.    We have then in

ITp(^.í"'>^. = 0

the equation of a plane " line complex."—W¿ recall that in a space of an even

number of dimensions linear complexes are degenerate. Hence there must

exist a unique point (ti, t2, t3) of the plane, conjugate of both (t[, t'2, t3)

and (r'i ,r2 , t3' ), relatively to the above complex. On the other hand when

the moduli of Cp vary these points remain conjugate with respect to the same

complex. But when the (a)'s describe closed paths the ( t' )'s and (t" )'s are

transformed by a certain discontinuous projective group whose fundamental

operations have been given by Picard.* Since the point (n, t2, t8) is

unique it must be maintained invariant by this group. However a glance at

•Annales de 1' École Normale  (1885).
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the equation of its operations show that they leave no point invariant.    We

have therefore an impossibility, hence y^, (e"', en>) = 0 .

170. It follows that for the curves with more than four critical points in

general position the period matrix possesses a minimum number of bilinear

forms and consequently for the Jacobi variety 1 + A = 2(1+A) = g — 1.

171. conclusion. Our whole discussion may be summarized thus: The

curves possessing a cyclic group of order q odd prime, of genus zero, with

arbitrary coincidence points, do not possess in general any other birational

transformations and their Jacobi varieties are pure with

1 + A = 2(1 + A) = g - 1.

Exception must be made for the curves birationally equivalent to the following:

(I) 2/4 = x2 - a2.

The group is then of order 2g, cyclic, the rest being as in the general case.

(ID yo = ix-l)ix-7,)Ax-v2r

( Q — 1 — \
I 2—— integer;       77 = e 3 ;       X3 = 1 mod. q ) •

The group is of order 3g if g > 7, of order 168 if g = 7 (curve reducible to

Klein's quartic).   The Jacobi variety is impure with

1 + A = 2(1 + A) = 6p = 3(g- 1).

(Ill) (x-a) (x±a\
K     ' y       (-X - l)\ax + l/

The order of the group is 2g if a2 ^ 1, mod. q, 4g in the opposite case.    The

Jacobi variety is impure with

1 + A = 2(g-1),        l + A = 3/2(g-l).
Univebsity of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kansas.


